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     Nebo, Marquetta Rena. EdD. The University of Memphis. December 2014. The New 
Female Inmate: What is influencing the trend toward the incarceration of college-
educated females and what does this mean for the stability of American families? Major 
Professor: Beverly Cross, EdD. 
     In the United States, the female prison population growth has far outpaced the male 
growth in the past quarter century. In 2010, over 200,000 females were behind bars, most 
of them being mothers and uneducated (Owen, 2010). Consequently, more than half of 
the states have been sued to provide women with services equal to those provided to male 
inmates such as vocational and postsecondary programs (Morash, Bynum, & Koons, 
1998).  In Ohio, research indicated that postsecondary education had a more positive 
effect on female offenders than their male counterparts (Shuler, 2002). Today, there is a 
new trend of college-educated female offenders serving time throughout the United 
States.  
     The purpose of this phenomenological study was to understand the shared experiences 
of three college-educated females who were incarcerated and mothers. The central 
research question was: what is influencing the trend toward the incarceration of college-
educated females and what does it mean for the stability of American families? Data were 
collected by conducting interviews, life maps, and analytic memos with participants who 
had a minimum of two years of college-level coursework from a regionally accredited 
college or university, had been incarcerated for at least a year, had at least one child, and 
served their time at Milestone Correctional Center. Findings suggest that while there 
were negative aspects of their life before and during incarceration, the totality of those 
experiences gave positive meaning to their life trajectory, future and family.     
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     In the United States, there has been a significant increase in the female incarceration 
rate. The growth rate of female imprisonment has also outpaced that of men. “Since 
1990, the annual growth rate of female prisoners has averaged 8.1%, higher than the 
6.2% average increase in male prisoners in the United States” (Beck & Karberg, 2001, p. 
5). According to Tennessee Department of Correction’s (TDOC) 2010 annual report, 
“Tennessee has the 22nd highest incarceration rate in the country.  During the past fiscal 
year, the female felon population increased by 5.4% and the male felon population 
decreased by 1.1%” (TDOC, 2011 p. 21).   
Over the next 10 fiscal years (through June 2020), Tennessee’s 
incarcerated population is projected to increase by a total of 9.3% 
(26,866 to 29,354).  The operational capacity is expected to 
increase 0.3% during this same period.  The anticipated growth 
rate for female felons is higher, with an 18.4% increase expected 
during the 12-year projection period (from 2,065 in June 2010 to 
2,299 in June 2020) according to the TDOC 2010 annual report (p. 
19).  
 
     According to a study conducted by the TDOC’s (2008) Children and Families of 
Incarcerated Parents report, “over 85.5% of all female prisoners and over 72.2% of all 
male prisoners have children under the age of 18” (p. 23). Further, the study indicated 
that the majority of inmates surveyed indicated they had an average of two children. The 
challenges facing children of incarcerated parents are many.  “They have to contend with 
at least one missing parent, limited resources, bewildering feelings about changes in their 
lives, possible changes in their living arrangement and financial resources and the stigma 
of having a parent incarcerated” (Tennessee Public Acts, 2007, 2008). While the growth 





49.3%, the growth in the estimated number of children affected by an incarcerated parent 
during the same period was 71% (TDOC, 2008, p. 23).  It is well documented that 
children of incarcerated parents are at a much higher risk of becoming incarcerated 
themselves when compared to their peers with non-incarcerated parents (TDOC, 2008). 
     “Research on females in prison gives no indication that female crime problems are 
spiraling out of control; in addition, arrest data do not suggest major changes in female 
criminal behavior” (Beck, 2000, p. 6). The rise in the female incarceration rate and the 
lack of data to support those female crimes are out of control. These issues lead one to 
ask: What explains the increase in female incarceration rates, and who are these female 
offenders? Criminologists suggest that the increase in female imprisonment can be 
explained by the array of policy changes within the criminal justice system, rather than a 
change in the seriousness of female crimes (Copeland, 2000). According to Chesney-
Lind and Pasko (2004), the penal system has experienced and will likely continue to 
experience an increase in the female incarceration rate; it is also likely that the increase in 
the female incarceration rate will reflect a diverse population of females.  
     Creswell (2003) suggested that exploring the experiences of individuals is a way to 
understand the experience from an individual’s point of view. This study was informed 
by Mageehon’s (2003) research study that focused on understanding females’ prior 
educational histories and how their prior histories influenced the way they adjusted to 
prison life and studied for their General Education Diplomas (GEDs). However, 





education prior to incarceration. Similarly, Hrabowski and Robbi’s (2002) research 
investigated the need to increase funds for incarcerated adult offenders, females included, 
to attain their GEDs.  
     For many years, the role of education in corrections has been of interest to correctional 
administrators, lawmakers, the media, and the public (Ryan & Mauldin, 1994).  Many 
studies have examined the benefits of correctional education in relation to recidivism 
rates (O’Neil, MacKenzie, & Beirie, 2007). “Research done in the 1990s found that most 
of the females that enter prison are undereducated and 20 percent of those that are 
incarcerated are illiterate” (Rose, 2004, p. 78).  To test the hypothesis of the impact of 
participation in educational programs on recidivism, the researchers performed a series of 
Mann-Whitney U tests. “Mann-Whitney U tests are used to compare differences between 
two independent groups when the dependent variable is either or continuous” (Hart, 
2001, p. 391). Therefore, the study put females into groups of nonparticipants, low-level 
participants, moderate-level participants, and high-level participants. The researchers also 
explained differences among females based on whether they had participated in an 
educational and/or vocational program versus their participation in other authorized 
prison programs. The results of all the tests indicated that participation in educational 
programs does seem to be linked to reducing recidivism. “Regardless of the nature of the 
relationship between educational programming and reduced recidivism (whether it is 
direct or indirect), education is an important element in this mix” (Rose, 2004, p. 78).   
     However, these studies have examined only the benefits of adult literacy, parenting, 
character, and adult basic education programs in correctional settings.  There are few 





incarceration and how those educational achievements shape the perception of the overall 
incarceration experience.  The assumption that primary, secondary, and higher education 
are the basic tools needed to help the offender become a productive citizen upon release 
has been the primary premise for most recidivism studies that examined the role of 
education in prison settings (Chesney-Lind & Pasko, 2004).  The problem is that these 
studies only focused on one demographic of the female prison population, the 
uneducated. In this study, I analyzed the other end of the continuum by focusing on the 
college-educated offender. Therefore, the intent of this study was to determine what is 
influencing the trend toward the incarceration of college-educated women and what this 
mean for the stability of American families.  
Epistemological Theoretical Framework 
     Phenomenology is the theoretical perspective upon which the research was guided. 
Within phenomenology theory, the goal is to understand the structure of experience 
through a new perspective, which aligns with the constructionist epistemological stance. 
“Constructionism is the view that all knowledge and meaningful reality is contingent 
upon human practices being constructed in and out of interaction between human beings 
and their world” (Crotty, 1998, p. 42). It has become one of the more dominant 
paradigms. The basic and most fundamental assumption of constructionism is that 
meaning is not discovered, but constructed. This epistemology coincides with 
phenomenology theory where meaning is constructed through the essence of shared 
experiences. Phenomenology focuses on lived experience.  It looks at people’s everyday 






analysis on the perspective of the individual experiencing the phenomenon. 
Phenomenology thus attends to how people experience phenomena existentially (Reeves, 
et al., 2008).  
     “Phenomenology theory was originally developed by Edmund Husserl to explain how 
individuals give meanings to social phenomena in their everyday lives” (Reeves, Kuper, 
& Hodges, 2008, p. 631). The role of phenomenology was therefore to explore “the 
essence of consciousness as experienced from the first-person point of view” (Barkway, 
2001, p. 193). “Studies that draw upon this theoretical perspective concentrate on 
exploring how individuals make sense of the world in terms of the meanings and 
classifications they employ. As such, phenomenology aims to provide accounts that offer 
an insight into the subjective ‘lived’ experience of individuals” (Reeves et al., 2008, p. 
631).  
Research Questions 
     The purpose of this phenomenological study was to understand the shared experiences 
of college-educated females who found themselves incarcerated.  In order to understand 
what is influencing the trend toward the incarceration of college-educated females and 
what this mean for the stability of American families, the following questions were 
addressed:  
1. What do college-educated females who have been incarcerated perceive as the      
catalyst for their offense? 
2. How do college-educated females who have been incarcerated make sense of   






3.   What expectation do these females hold for their future? 
4.   What impact do these females feel their incarceration has on their own     
      families? 
Purpose of the Study 
     The purpose of this phenomenological study was to understand the individual and 
shared experiences of three college-educated females who were incarcerated. For this 
study, selecting three college-educated incarcerated females was a good estimate for 
achievement because the number was a 10% representation of the 30% of females that 
met the criteria. In an effort to explore the participants’ shared experiences, this study 
used a qualitative phenomenological methodology approach. Phenomenology research is 
grounded in the theory of phenomenology, which gets to the essence of people’s 
perceived experiences, according to Edmund Husserl, the founder of the 
phenomenological movement (Crotty, 1998).  
     Participants for this study must have met the following criteria: (a) had completed 2 
years of college-level coursework from a community college or university because this 
study focused on the “new trend” of college-educated female offenders, (b) had been 
incarcerated for at least 1 year because generally it is the minimum time for prison 
incarceration, and (c) had at least one child because family for this study was defined as a 
relationship between a female adult and her child or children. Participants served their 
sentence at the state facility, Milestone Correctional Center (MCC). MCC, which 
includes a minimum-security annex, is located in Southwest Tennessee, and is one of the 
two female facilities in the state of Tennessee prison system. According to the TDOC’s 





population of 418 female offenders, ages 21 up to 65 (p. 19).  MCC was chosen as the 
institution for this study because it was the only female prison facility in southwest 
Tennessee.   
Significance of the Study 
     Exploring college-educated females’ incarceration experiences can give insight into 
how this particular population perceives the impact it have on them as mothers as well as 
college-educated females in our society. For this study, sociologists Edwin Lemert’s and 
Howard Becker’s labeling theory was used as the content theoretical perspective to 
understanding what is influencing the new trend of college-educated females who were 
incarcerated. Labeling theory is one of the most important approaches to understanding 
criminal behavior. “It begins with the assumption that no act is intrinsically criminal. The 
theory argues that criminal behavior is not criminal until it is labeled ‘criminal.’  When 
people begin to believe the label, labeling theorists argue, it can create more criminal 
behavior. By applying labels to people, and in the process creating categories of crime, 
these people are reinforcing the power structure of society. Many of the rules that define 
criminality and the contexts in which criminal behavior is labeled as criminal are framed 
by the wealthy for the poor, by men for women, by older people for younger people, and 
by ethnic minorities for minority groups” (Welch, Tittle, Yonkoski, Meidinger, & 
Grasmick, 2008, p. 73). In other words, the more powerful and dominant groups in 
society create and apply criminal labels to the subordinate groups.  
      “Labeling theory is aware that certain groups, such as middle and upper class, are less 
likely to be labeled as criminal because they are not generally associated with criminal 





behavior might enable the criminal justice system to take women’s crimes less seriously.  
Females, then can avoid being labeled.   On the other hand, when females do step out of 
line, they may be labeled to get back in line. Poor and working-class females, females of 
color and females who do not fit the stereotypical notions of being a female may find that 
the label of criminal comes more easily to them” (Grana, 2010, p. 72).  Indeed, women of 
color may find this generally because in this society, color is often associated with crime.  
However, for this study, race was not a characteristic of the participants because the 
differences were not significant enough across racial lines. Most theories on criminal 
behavior were not intended to be applicable to our female population, which makes this 
particular study significant. In general, existing research on females and incarceration 
focused only on the uneducated. Currently, the voice of the college-educated incarcerated 
female is missing in research literature. 
     In 2007, CNN reporter Anderson Cooper went on an assignment to investigate the 
increase in female’s incarceration.  His report, titled Putting a Human Face on Prison 
Statistics, revealed his surprise about females in prison.  Cooper remarked, “I’m not sure 
what I expected for a story about females in prison, but I have to say right off the bat that 
I had no idea so many females with children were incarcerated” (Cooper, 2007, para. 5). 
As indicated by previous literature reviews and Cooper’s (2007) prison assignment, the 
need to understand who are incarcerated warrants an increase in qualitative research on 
females in prisons.  A qualitative study on this topic can add diversity to the current 







Definition of Key Terms 
     The following definitions are given to clarify the terms used in this study: 
Correctional education is a term used to represent educational services that are 
rendered in a prison setting, which include but are not limited to literacy instruction, and 
GED preparation (Steurer, Smith, & Tracy, 1997).  
Offender, inmate, prisoner, and incarcerated are terms used to indicate an 
individual served time in prison or jail (TDOC, 2011). 
College-educated female is a term used in this study to indicate that the 
participant has completed at least 2 years of college-level coursework at a community 
college or university. 
Labeling theory is the theory of how the self-identity and behavior of individuals 
may be determined or influenced by the terms used to describe or classify them. 
Sociologists Howard Becker and Edwin Lemert developed the theory. It is used in this 
study as the content theoretical perspective (Grana, 2010). 
Family is a term used in this study to indicate a relationship between a female 
adult and her child or children.  
Prison, institutionalized, penal institution, facility, and correctional facility are 
terms used in this study to be a symbol of the place where individuals must stay a 
substantial amount of time to make restitution for a crime (Sabol, 2006).   
Recidivism is a term used to indicate the number of times an individual with a 
prior arrest record has been rearrested (Sabol, 2006). 







Review of Literature 
     This chapter is a historical overview of female imprisonment and its effect on 
families, a review of literature of female offenders and related theories, the scope and 
diversity of higher education in prisons, and the conceptual framework for this study.  
Historical Overview of Female Imprisonment 
     In general, in most studies of serious crimes ever conducted, male and female 
criminalities have appeared different. Females were always accused of fewer and 
different crimes from men. “In the Western World, females accounted for only 21% of 
the defendants tried between 1674 and 1913, but this figure masks a significant 
chronological change. While females accounted for around 40% of the defendants from 
the 1690s to the 1740s, over the course of the period this proportion declined 
significantly, so that by the early nineteenth century only 22% of defendants were female 
and by the early twentieth century the proportion had declined to 9%” (Emsley, 
Hitchcock, & Shoemaker, 2014, p. 4). By this point, serious crime had come to be 
perceived as essentially a masculine problem. Increasingly, female deviance was 
perceived as a consequence and aspect of sexual immorality rather than crime, and it was 
addressed through other agencies of protection and control. 
     Sentencing decisions were no doubt influenced by the ever-present perception that 
female criminality was less threatening than male criminality, in part because it was 
committed less frequently. Since one of the main purposes of punishment in this period 
was thought to be deterring others from engaging in crime, punishing females served a 





appeared more threatening than men, and the court punished them accordingly. “By the 
early nineteenth century, as serious crime came to be "masculinized," most crime 
committed by females was seen as essentially a sexual rather than a criminal form of 
deviance, and those few females who were identified as serious criminals were 
sometimes punished more harshly than men” (Emsley et al., 2014, p. 4). In effect, such 
females suffered for transgressing their expected gender roles. 
     In the United States, authorities began housing females in correctional facilities 
separate from men in the 1870s. By the end of 2001, in the United States 93,031 females 
were incarcerated in federal and state prisons, making up 6.6% of the total incarcerated 
population (Talvi, 2007). “In most of the Western world, the guards in female prisons 
were exclusively female. Until the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1972 
Equal Employment Opportunity Act, this was true in the United States” (Talvi, 2007, p. 
56). Men usually worked in perimeter posts, such as gate posts, rather than having direct 
contact with female prisoners. “Male employees previously had restricted positions. Both 
acts integrated the workforce, and after the acts passed, male employees gained 
increasingly direct contact with female prisoners. As of 2007, about 40% of prison guards 
in American women's prisons were men” (Talvi, 2007, p. 57). 
     In 2010, over 200,000 females were behind bars, most of them being females of color. 
“Hispanic females are incarcerated nearly twice the rate of white females, and black 
females are incarcerated at four times the rate of white females” (Owen, 2010, p. 165). 
“Within the United States, the rate of female incarceration increased fivefold in a two 
decade span ending in 2001; the increase occurred because of increased prosecutions and 





and a lack of community sanctions and treatment for females who violate drug laws” 
(Zaitzow & Thomas, 2003, p. 7). Tough-on-crime legislation and legislation associated 
with the war on drugs have been connected to the increasing rate of the incarceration of 
females of color from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. “This rapid boom of female 
prisoners is something the primarily male-dominated prison system was not structurally 
prepared for and, as a result, female prisons often lack the resources to accommodate the 
specific social, mental, healthcare needs of these female” (Acoca, 1998, p. 49). 
     Research has shown that females’ experiences in prison differ from those of men 
because it is their relationship both inside and outside of prison that shape the culture in 
female prisons (Brooks & Johnson, 2010). “Although men make up the majority of 
prisoners in the United States, the annual growth rate for females is now up to 7.5% 
compared to that of 5.7% for men” (Pollock, 2004, p. 93). Studies show that the way in 
which men and females cope while imprisoned differs in that females tend to form family 
structures in an effort to recreate the roles they would typically follow in society; 
however, men tend to isolate themselves from others and tend to be more aggressive 
towards the other inmates (Johnson, 2002). In order to analyze past and present 
perceptions of incarcerated females, I examined the perspectives of deviance and 
literature about female imprisonment and its effect on their families and society.  
     When society thinks of incarceration, the idea of deviance and recidivism comes to 
mind. However, for this study neither were the guiding frameworks of the study.  Instead, 
labeling and phenomenology theories led this study in focusing on the shared 
experiences, not changing the minds of society or buying into the predominate views of 





Perspectives of Deviance 
     “Anthropologists have been under the criticism of other social scientists because they 
have eschewed quantitative analysis and have focused on the ‘normal’ systems that form 
and endure through societies that are considered ‘different’ or ‘exotic’ ” (Menzies, 1990, 
p. 115). Deviance is traditionally treated as a side issue, when treated at all in a traditional 
anthropological study. Lately, however, deviance is becoming an issue that cannot be 
treated as outside of or as set aside from the normal, stable structures of a society. 
“Deviance is viewed as a part of, or in relation to the whole construct of social life, 
whether it challenges the norms or whether the deviance leads to whole and sweeping 
changes in the society” (Menzies, 1990, p. 115). This is what makes the anthropological 
approach so highly valuable. 
     To a large extent, criminology and studies of deviance have developed along separate 
tracks, although they show much overlap. Criminologists have typically limited 
themselves to issues about legality, crime, or crime-related phenomena. “Many 
criminologists concede that illegal acts are not fundamentally different from legal acts but 
deviant acts, except by the fact of illegality itself, which is largely an arbitrary 
designation by legal functionaries” (Bosick, 2009, p. 472). Among other issues, 
criminologists as well as students of deviance want to explain why the acts they study are 
deviant or criminal. “They want to describe and explain the distribution, frequency, 
prevalence, and change in the occurrence of various criminal or deviant acts; they want to 
explain why and how criminal or deviant acts are committed; they want to explain how 
social groups manage and respond to crime and deviance and how people who are 





2009, p. 472). Lastly, they want to understand how criminal or deviant phenomena affect 
and are affected by other aspects of social life.                                                             
     Economically, sociology would question the wisdom of trying to rehabilitate offenders 
on a one-to-one basis either before or after committing a deviant act, a psychological or 
psychotherapy approach to crime (Sasson, 2005).  Instead, sociologists would suggest 
that aggregate or group approaches concerning prevention and responses to deviance 
would be much more economical.  Rather than deal with offenders or potential offenders 
on a one-to-one basis, sociologists might try approaches such as raising the income of 
crime-ridden areas to improve them.  “They might try to restructure the social 
relationships between people or categories of people in high deviance programs, trying 
group mental health programs, opening progressive day-care centers for children in 
crime-ridden areas, and helping minority groups to start their own businesses and so 
forth” (Costello, 2006, p. 587). 
     Morally, we may punish and harass certain segments of society seriously out of 
proportion to the true seriousness of their crimes while letting other segments off lightly 
for much more serious offenses.  Also, we may, if we are not careful, end up punishing 
people simply for "being different" rather than for any clear-cut infraction of the law 
where an easily identifiable victim can be found.  For example, many would question the 
wisdom of passing laws against marijuana use, pornography, gambling, homosexuality or 
prostitution. These are the so-called "victimless crimes" (Sasson, 2005, p. 415). In 
summary, there are serious moral consequences for not obtaining a scientific, rational 






The Effects of Education on Recidivism 
     Based on evidence from other studies that have already been done on educational 
programs in prisons and recidivism rates of women, there has been a lot of evidence to 
support the finding that so far, educational programs in prisons are very effective in 
reducing recidivism rates of women. Research done by Morash, Bynum, and Koons 
(1998) titled Women Offenders:  Programming Needs and Promising Approaches, 
reviewed 242 innovative psychological, work, parenting, and other innovative programs 
for female offenders across a number of states. “Jail administrators nominated 49 
programs, with substance abuse program as the most numerous followed by education, 
life skills, mental health, physical health, and multiple focus programs” (Morash et al., 
1998, p. 7). Of the 242 programs reviewed for female offenders, jail administrators chose 
49 of the programs that seemed to work best and meet the needs of female offenders for 
them to be able to participate in while in prison. Of the programs reviewed, recidivism 
was only measured for six of them, but the survey indicated a positive step in the right 
direction of what works in treating female offenders and preventing recidivism (Morash 
et al., 1998). The results of the survey showed that these kinds of programs (education, 
life skills, substance abuse, mental health, physical health, and multiple focus programs), 
indicated that they were heading in a positive direction when it came to understanding 
females’ needs and what works best when it comes to treating female offenders. 
     Hendricks, Hendricks, and Kauffmann (2000) published Literacy, Criminal Activity, 
and Recidivism, a compilation of several studies on the impact of education recidivism on 
both men and female offenders. Results from two of the studies were particularly 





Steurer (1993, as cited in Hendricks et al., 2000) examined the recidivism outcomes for 
inmates participating in Adult Basic Education, GED, vocational education and post 
secondary education programs. Results showed that there were no recidivists for post 
secondary students, and there were reduced recidivism rates for participants that 
participated in the other programs along with higher wages (Hendricks et al., 2000). 
     Another study done by Harer (1994, as cited in Hendricks, Hendricks, & Kaufmann, 
2000) was a three-year investigation of 1,205 men and female offenders. Results showed 
a strong positive relationship between education and a reduction in recidivism of both 
males and females (Hendricks et al., 2000). The more education offenders had, the lower 
the recidivism rates of the offenders. Offenders that had some high school education had 
a 54.6% recidivism rate, but college graduates, on the other hand, had a 5.4% recidivism 
rate (Hendricks et al., 2000). “According to the Federal Bureau of Prisons, there is an 
inverse relationship between recidivism rates and education. The more education a 
prisoner receives, the less likely he/she is to be rearrested or re-imprisoned” (Hendricks et 
al., 2000, p. 1). 
     All of the studies that have been reviewed have shown that education is a major 
component in reducing recidivism rates of female offenders. Further research should be 
done to provide more information on what kinds of educational programs and how 
educational programs can continue to effectively reduce recidivism rates in female 
offenders. More importantly, additional research should be done on what kinds of 
educational programs and if certain educational programs tailored more specifically 
towards female offenders reduce recidivism in females. Further research on female 





conducted to see how beneficial they are as correctional policy and whether 
improvements are necessary to address the specific needs of females. 
Current State of Incarceration in America 
     The United States is ranked Number 1 in some impressive areas, but being Number 1 
for incarceration isn’t something to be proud of as a nation. In fact, “more than 1 in every 
100 adults in America is incarcerated at any given time. In some states, such as 
Louisiana, as many as 1 in 55 adults are incarcerated” (Gottschalk & Spillane, 2007, p. 
987). “But even in states with fewer incarcerations like Maine, 1 in 226 is still 
incarcerated. In light of such numbers, it isn’t surprising that the U.S. has 25% of the 
world’s incarcerated population even though the U.S. only makes up around 5% of the 
population globally.  Despite the huge population of incarcerated people it is far from a 
representative portion of the population. While the national average is 1 in 100, only 1 in 
106 is a white male. Shockingly, 1 in 15 black men are incarcerated. This is like 2 people 
out of every classroom. Comparatively 1 in 36 Hispanic men are incarcerated fully, 300% 
more than their white counterparts” (McCarthy, 2009, p. 9). 
     The actual breakdown tells more of the story. Even though more Black and Hispanic 
men are incarcerated, they don’t actually dominate the prison population. “Whites make 
up a large percentage of people in prison, making up 34.72% of the population, and 
Hispanics make up 18.26%.  Blacks still make up the largest one ethnicity at 43.91% of 
the population of incarcerated persons, with only 3.11% combined for other ethnicities” 
(McCarthy, 2009, p. 9). In total, we have 2,300,000 people in prison in the US, which is 
roughly 10% of our population.  





The United States penal population has grown every year for the past 36 years. The rate 
of imprisonment in the United States is now 4 times its historic average and 7 times 
higher than in Western Europe. Even more striking than the overall level of incarceration 
is the concentrated force of the penal system on the most disadvantaged segments of the 
population. “One-third of African American male high-school dropouts under age 40 are 
currently behind bars” (Western, 2002, p. 537). Among all African American men born 
since the mid-1960s, more than 20% will go to prison, nearly twice the number that will 
graduate college. “This extraordinary pattern of penal confinement has been called ‘mass 
incarceration,’ a rate of incarceration so high that it affects not only the individual 
offender, but also whole social groups” (Western, 2002, p. 537).  Though largely 
invisible in public conversations about social inequality in America, mass incarceration is 
a growing issue at the federal, state, and local levels and threatens to undermine the most 
basic goals of the civil rights movement.  
     The United States is the world's leader in incarceration, with 2,300,000 people 
currently in the nation's prisons or jails – “a 500% increase over the past thirty years” 
(McCarthy, 2009 p. 9). These trends have resulted in prison overcrowding and state 
governments being overwhelmed by the burden of funding a rapidly expanding penal 
system, despite increasing evidence that large-scale incarceration is not the most effective 
means of achieving public safety. 
Female Offenders and Related Theories 
     While crime throughout the country decreases and prison populations begin to level 
off, its disconcerting to see a rise in criminal activity among girls and females.  Female 





from very troubled backgrounds with higher rates of mental health and substance abuse 
issues.  From the Bureau of Justice Statistics (2009): “About 60 percent of female state 
prison inmates reported having experienced physical or sexual abuse prior to their 
incarceration, about a third had been abused by an intimate partner, and a quarter by a 
family member. An estimated 80% of the females in state prisons were either recidivists 
or had a current conviction for violence” (McCarthy, 2009, p. 9). 
     “With the data at hand, the policymakers of the criminal justice system often 
wondered why female offenders were not more involved in criminal activity, especially 
when considering that 60 to 70% of incarcerated females are responsible for children 
upon release from prison” (Chesney-Lind & Pasko, 2004, p. 175).  Committing crimes 
and offending are still overwhelmingly male experiences, but new data regarding female 
offenders are a cause for concern.  It is strongly believed that there needs to be more 
research on females and crime as well as more programs devoted to the special needs of 
female offenders.  The statistics on female offenders and prior physical and sexual abuse 
is shocking and is widely ignored by society.                                                                                                
     “In 1980, females represented 11 percent of juvenile arrests for violent offenses. By 
2000, that proportion had grown to 18 percent, and by 2004 it had risen to 30 percent” 
(Chesney-Lind & Pasko, 2004, p.175). Even though arrest numbers remained higher for 
boys than girls during that period, arrest rates for girls increased while rates for boys 
decreased. This increase in girls’ arrest rates caused juvenile justice specialists to 
question why girls were becoming more involved in delinquency.  Of particular interest 
was the question of whether girls were becoming more violent or if other factors 





been conducted on boys, the juvenile justice research community was unable to account 
for the increase in girls’ arrest rates. 
     Although a number of delinquency risk factors affect both boys and girls, such as 
family dynamics, school involvement, neighborhood environment and other factors 
directly increase a girl’s risk of delinquency (Chesney-Lind & Pasko, 2004). These risk 
factors include early onset of puberty, sexual abuse or maltreatment, and depression and 
anxiety.  Researchers have also found that a number of protective factors exist to prevent 
girls from becoming juvenile offenders even when faced with risk factors (Chesney-Lind 
& Pasko, 2004). These protective factors include the involvement of a caring adult, 
school connectedness, school success, and religiosity. 
New Trends of Female Offenders 
     Female state prison population growth has far outpaced male growth in the past 
quarter century.  “The number of females serving sentences of more than a year grew by 
757 percent between 1977 and 2004—nearly twice the 388 percent increase in the male 
prison population.  Although the size of the gap varies, female prison populations have 
risen more quickly than male populations in all 50 states.  The trend has also been 
persistent, with median annual growth rates for female exceeding growth rates for men in 
22 of the last 27 years, including each of the past 11 years” (Greene & Pranis, 2006, p. 9).  
     The gap between male and female prison population growth rates has widened 
recently, producing an annual rate of increase for females that roughly doubled the rate 
for men in 6 of the last 7 years.  The number of females added to the state prison 






that has taken place since 1999 (11,689 new female prisoners) exceeds the total female 
state prison population in 1980 (11,113 females)” (Greene & Pranis, 2006, p. 11). 
     Growth of the female prison population has outstripped growth in the men’s 
population in every state during the past 27 years.  A different trend has emerged since 
the end of 1999.  Females continue to be disproportionately impacted in states where 
overall growth rates remain high.  “But among states that experienced little or no prison 
population growth, a large majority saw growth rates for female prisoners fall below rates 
for males. Women led the growth trend in 29 of 30 states where the total prison 
population (male and female) rose by 10 percent or more over the last half-decade.   The 
opposite was true of states that experienced slower growth or a net decline in their total 
prison population—13 of 20 saw their male prison population rise more quickly, or 
decline more slowly, than their female population” (Greene & Pranis, 2006, p. 19). 
     The question of whether the increased involvement of females in the criminal justice 
system reflects actual changes in their involvement in an expanding range of activities 
considered criminal or changes in law enforcement and sentencing policies and practices 
has received some attention.  “The 1970s saw a great deal of debate in the media over 
whether the women’s movement for equal rights would produce an era of ‘liberated’ 
female criminals who would venture into serious, violent criminal activities” (Greene & 
Pranis, 2006, p. 21).  
     Most recent research literature devoted to analysis of females in the criminal justice 
system presents four distinct themes to describe the etiology of females’ criminal 
behaviors and their personal and social problems.  First, most females in the criminal 





lacking in viable systems of social support.  Second, alarmingly large numbers of these 
females have experienced very serious physical and/or sexual abuse, often commencing 
when they were young children.  Third, as adults, most of these females are plagued with 
high levels of physical and mental health problems as well as substance abuse issues.  
Often these problems are combined and compounded.  Fourth, the great majority of the 
females who have suffered from these deprivations, histories of trauma and abuse, and 
health deficits are mothers—and they are far more likely than men in the criminal justice 
system to be the sole support and caregivers for their children. 
      The relationship between violent physical and sexual abuse and females’ 
incarceration has been traced by researchers with regard to the high rates of females in 
prison with histories of abuse (Greene & Pranis, 2006).  Strong associations are reported 
between histories of childhood sexual abuse and violence and subsequent problems such 
as alcohol and drug abuse, involvement in prostitution, involvement with violent 
intimates who are involved in other criminal activities, and arrests for criminal offenses. 
     Other efforts to explain the sharp increase in female’s imprisonment have focused on 
the war on drugs, with its emphasis on street-level sweeps of those engaged in the drug 
trade and harsh mandatory sentencing.  “The crackdown on drug crime was sold to the 
American public as the answer to an escalating epidemic of male violence. Yet despite 
their roles as relatively minor players in the drug trade, females—disproportionate 
numbers of them African American and Latina—have been caught in the net of 
increasingly punitive policing, prosecutorial, and sentencing policies” (Taplin & Mattick, 
2011, p. 44).  Once in the system, females often have little choice but to accept plea 





mitigating the impact of their sentencing decisions in consideration of their family 
situations or their obvious need for substance abuse treatment. 
Educational Attainment of Female Offenders 
     The Management & Training Corporation (MTC) Institute conducted research and 
explored many of the dimensions of recidivism rates using both men and female 
participants. Research found in Programs That Help Inmates Stay Out of Prison (Nink & 
MacDonald, 2003) that education does work and seems to be very effective in crime 
prevention. A limitation of the study was that it was done on both males and females, not 
just specifically on females, and the findings weren’t reported separately on females and 
males, but grouped together. “One of the conclusions that was reached by the research 
done by the MTC Institute was that investments in prison education and substance abuse 
treatment can provide a 25-30 percent reduction in recidivism from properly designed 
and implemented programs” (p. 13). Research also showed the following results for both 
females and males that: 
· 57 percent of non-participants were rearrested versus 48 percent of the 
participants; 
· 35 percent of non-participants were re-convicted versus 27 percent of the 
participants; and, 
· 31 percent of non-participants were re-incarcerated versus 21 percent of the 
participants (Nink & MacDonald, 2003, p. 13). 
 
     Research in several states has shown that educational and vocational programs do 
in fact reduce and cut recidivism rates dramatically. Education seems to be a key 
component and one that works when it comes to the reduction of recidivism in all 
inmates, not just females. Pete Shuler (2002) surveyed research in Florida, Maryland, 





educational programs in prisons have cut recidivism rates dramatically. A study of 3,000 
participants in Virginia showed that inmates that participated in educational programs cut 
recidivism from 49% to 20% (Shuler, 2002). “At the Central Utah Correctional Facility, 
education programs cut recidivism by 18 percent. A recent Florida study revealed that on 
average, recidivism drops 2.9 percent for each year of academic competence, as 
measured by testing” (Shuler, 2002, para. 1). In Ohio, research indicated that 
postsecondary education had a positive effect on females even more than on men. “The 
state's post-secondary education program impacted females to a greater degree than men. 
While the overall recidivism rate for females in the study was 30.3 percent, the rate for 
females who worked toward a degree at the time of their release was only 16.9 percent. 
The rate for those who earned a college degree was even lower, 8.3 percent.” (Shuler, 
2002, para. 1) 
     Research from the Bureau of Justice Statistics (Shuler, 2002) indicated that the two 
most important factors affecting whether an individual will become a criminal in the first 
place are lack of education and lack of employment opportunities. Women’s Participation 
in Prison Education: What We Know and What We Don't Know (Rose, 2004) was an 
important study because it focuses specifically on female inmates and their participation 
in educational programs in prisons. Rose reviewed studies that were conducted from 
1979 thru 1997. “These two separate trend studies examine the level of female's 
participation in prison education programs (i.e., basic classes up to the ninth grade, 
middle school, high school and/or GED programs, and college courses-educational 






dedicated to training participants for a job-vocational programming) during incarceration 
over two decades (1979 to 1997)” (Rose, 2004, p. 78). 
     A number of studies have shown that educational programs in prisons are effective for 
reducing recidivism in female offenders. The Three State Recidivism Study (Steurer et 
al., 1997) conducted in Maryland, Minnesota, and Ohio involved approximately 3,600 
men and female inmates that had been released from prison for at least 3 years. The study 
looked at the effect that participation in educational programs had on recidivism rates. 
The study showed that male and female offenders who participated in educational 
programs while imprisoned reduced reincarceration by 29%. “Translated into savings, 
every dollar spent on education returns more than two dollars to the citizens in reduced 
prison costs” (Steurer et al., 1997, p. 3). This study showed that educational programs did 
seem to effectively reduce recidivism rates, but a limitation was that the study was not 
done specifically on females. 
     In 2007, Gonzalez, Romero, and Cerbana published the results of a study that was 
done specifically on mothers that had been incarcerated. Their study was called “Parent 
Education Program for Incarcerated Mothers in Colorado.” The researchers also found 
that there are other benefits when females participate in educational and vocational 
programs other than reducing recidivism. “Educational programs in federal institutions 
have shown great promise. Prison administrators have reported distinctive, positive 
behavior changes among inmates. Consequently, inmates are posing less threat to prison 
officers. In addition, it has been observed that disciplinary problems among inmates who 
take part in educational programs tend to decrease.” (Gonzalez et al., 2007, p. 358). The 





programs was 8.75%. Females who completed their GED and participated in vocational 
training had a 6.71%. The recidivism rate of female inmates who did not participate in 
either vocational or GED programs was 26% (Gonzalez et al., 2007). These findings 
clearly show that educational and vocational programs had a positive impact on 
recidivism rates of the female inmates. 
The New Inmate: College-Educated Female Offender 
     Correctional administrators and lawmakers have made the role of education in 
corrections relevant over the years. There have been many studies conducted to examine 
the benefits of correctional education. However, these studies have examined only the 
benefits of adult literacy, parenting, character, and adult basic education programs in 
correctional settings. There are few studies that address, in particular, the educational 
achievements females have attained prior to incarceration and how those educational 
achievements shape the perception of the overall incarceration experience (Ward & 
Stevens, 1997). The ambivalence about what it means to be a prisoner and whether and 
how prisoners should be educated shapes prison education, in part, because prison 
education has been used to help reform prisoners’ thinking about their criminal behaviors 
(Carlen & Worrall, 2004).  
     As previously state, the assumption that primary, secondary, and higher education are 
the basic tools needed to help the offender become a productive citizen upon release has 
been the premise for most recidivism studies that examined the role of education in 
prison settings (Chesney-Lind & Pasko, 2004). Thus, those types of studies have 
traditionally been used to implement adult basic education programs in correctional 





educational programs for incarcerated females who enter the prison system with degrees 
are still scarce in the literature. However beneficial recidivism studies are to correctional 
education constituents, the increase in the female incarceration rates forces an 
examination of how correctional facilities can adequately address the educational needs 
of all its prisoners, in particular the college-educated female prisoner. 
     Comparatively little has been written about females and crime, much less about 
female prisoners and postsecondary education. “What does exist is mostly anecdotal 
material about adult literacy, parenting, health care, and character-based programs” 
(Hrabowski & Robbi, 2002, p. 96). Admittedly, there have been limitations of the data 
collected about females in prisons because crime against females and data on females as 
offenders has been underreported. The scarcity of data about females in prisons is one of 
the reasons why legislators and corrections officials give more priority to men’s programs 
(Muraskin, 2003). Recent data on crime statistics show that the females’ rates of 
offending is increasing faster than those of their male counterparts, and they are being 
arrested at a faster rate than males (Sabol, 2006). These facts mask a trend that attracts 
scholarly attention. Criminal statistics only give quantitative data about female prisoners. 
Qualitative data about the experiences of female offenders can provide a more holistic 
view about females in prison. 
The Effects of Female Imprisonment on Families 
     Among the many challenges facing prisoners as they return home is their reunification 
with family. For most former prisoners, relationships with family members are critical to 
successful reintegration, yet these relationships may be complicated by past experiences 





returning prisoners are also wary about their loved ones’ return from prison and that a 
significant adjustment in roles is often necessary (Furstenberg 1995; Hagan & Dinovitzer, 
1999). 
     By the best estimates, about 2,700,000 children under the age of 18 have a parent in 
prison or jail. According to sociologists Bruce Western and Becky Pettit (2010), that 
means 1 in 28 children and adolescents in the United States (as of 2010) has a mother or 
father, or both, in lockup, a dramatic change from the 1 in 125 rate a quarter of a century 
ago. “Approximately 1 in 9 Black children have an imprisoned parent, 4 times as many as 
25 years ago. Furthermore, 14,000 or more children of the imprisoned annually enter 
foster care, while an undetermined number enter juvenile detention and adult prisons” 
(Western & Pettit, 2010, p. 153). 
     Most representations of incarcerated females portray them as inadequate, incompetent 
mothers who are unable to provide adequately for the needs of their children (Coll, 
Surrey, Buccio-Notaro, & Molla, 1998). In reality, separation from and concern about the 
well-being of their children are considered to be among the most damaging aspects of 
prison for females, and the problem is exacerbated by a lack of contact (Bloom & 
Steinhart, 1993). “One of the greatest differences in stresses for women and men serving 
time is that the separation from children is generally a much greater hardship for females 
than for males” (Belknap, 1996, p. 105). For many incarcerated mothers, their 
relationship with their children can have a profound effect on how they function in the 
criminal justice system. “Often, the ‘bad’ behaviors (e.g., negativism, manipulation, rule-






described as ‘resistance for survival’ in response to grief, loss, shame, and guilt these 
women feel about their roles as mothers” (p. 13). 
     Grandparents are most frequently the caregivers of the children of female offenders. 
Approximately 10% of children of all offenders are in foster care or group homes 
(Covington, 2001). According to the Mumola (2000), 54% of mothers in state prisons 
report having had no personal visits with their children since their admission. 
“Geographical distance to a prison, lack of transportation, the relationship of the prisoner 
with the child's caregiver, and the inability of a caregiver to bring a child to a correctional 
facility are the reasons most often cited for a lack of visits” (Covington, 2001, p. 5). In 
some cases, the forced separation between mother and child results in permanent 
termination of the parent-child relationship (Genty, 1995). 
     The invisibility of females in the criminal justice system often extends to their 
children. The situation of these children is exacerbated by the fact that there are few, if 
any, sources of data about offenders’ children. However, one study by Johnston (1995) 
“identified three factors, parent-child separation, enduring traumatic stress, and an 
inadequate quality of care, that were consistently present in the lives of children of 
incarcerated parents” (p. 59). The impact of these factors on children’s ability to 
successfully progress through the various developmental stages can be profound 
(Covington, 2001). 
     The losses children experience from an imprisoned parent are many. “While 
imprisoned, governments deprive parents of consistent contact and engagement with their 
children” (Hairston, 2001, p. 3). Their children rarely visit them in prison because these 





recent decision of the Federal Bureau of Prisons to relocate their inmates to prisons 
scattered around the country, making visitation impossible for many (Hairston, 2001). 
Even phone calls become difficult and rare because of exorbitant telephone rates. Some 
imprisoned parents with long sentences may even permanently lose their parental rights. 
The lack of parental contact and engagement during imprisonment hurts kids of the 
incarcerated, psychologically and socially. Many kids of the imprisoned are teased and 
taunted, shamed, and stigmatized for the actions and absences of their parents. This is 
true even in communities with high rates of parental imprisonment. Naturally, kids of the 
imprisoned try to hide the trauma of parental arrests, convictions, and incarceration. 
Some mask it. “Others act out, resulting in school suspensions, dropouts, criminal arrests, 
and juvenile imprisonment, which maintain the ‘school-to-prison pipeline’” (Hairston, 
2001, p. 12). 
Conceptual Framework 
     For this study, phenomenology and labeling theories served as the lens through which 
I exposed the essence of the individual and shared experiences of the college-educated 
incarcerated females by having the participants share stories of their journeys to 
imprisonment. In order to understand these females, we have to bracket the 
understandings we have been saddled with and let the phenomena speak to us firsthand.  
The work of Husserl and Heidegger heavily influenced the phenomenological theoretical 
perspective that was used as my macro-level theory for this study.  I chose this 
perspective because “phenomenological research invites researchers to identify the 
essence of human experiences concerning a phenomenon as described by the participants 





the things themselves’ which means refer to what we directly experience (Crotty, 1998).  
It is the realization that a way of seeing is a way of not seeing. I used phenomenological 
methodologies to explore the ways in which experiences of college-educated females 
who were incarcerated have shaped their understanding of their life paths. Using these 
methods, my research had a more phenomenologically geared aim to understand the 
experiences of these female offenders by categorizing their stories. 
     As my micro-level theory for this study, Lemert’s labeling theory was used.  Labeling 
theory concerns the meanings people derive from one another's labels, symbols, actions, 
and reactions. “Labeling theorists believe that labeling and reacting to offenders as 
"criminals" has unanticipated negative consequences, deepening the criminal behavior 
and making the crime problem worse.  They believe that the criminal justice system is 
dangerous in the sense that it is "casting the net" of social control too widely.  As such, 
conforming members of society, who interpret certain behaviors as criminal and then 
attach this label to individuals, determine the distinction between criminal and non-
criminal” (Welch et al., 2008, p. 73). Labeling theory questions who applies what label to 
whom, why they do this, and what happens as a result of this labeling. Proponents of 
labeling theory support the theory's emphasis on the role that the attitudes and reactions 
of others, not criminal acts per se, have on the development of crime (Welch et al., 2008). 
Phenomenological thinking influences the concept of the labeling theory. As an 
application of phenomenology, the labeling theory used hypothesized that the labels 
applied to individuals influence their behavior, particularly the application of negative or 







Methodology and Methods 
     The qualitative study addressed the central question, “What is influencing the trend 
toward the incarceration of college-educated females and what does this mean for the 
stability of American families?” The following research questions guided the study: 
1. What do college-educated females who have been incarcerated perceive as the     
catalyst for their offense? 
2. How do college-educated females who have been incarcerated make sense of 
their incarceration experience in relation to their identity and life trajectory? 
3.   What expectation do these females hold for their future? 
4.   What impact do these females feel their incarceration has on their own             
      families? 
Research Design 
     In order to come to a shared understanding of experiences of college-educated females 
who were incarcerated, this research used a qualitative phenomenological methodology 
informed by the phenomenological theoretical perspective to understand the lived 
experiences of each female offender that attended college.  I explored life events in which 
the female participants shared their experiences and what they perceived as a catalyst for 
their life trajectory, future, and family.  I am hopeful that this study will increase 
awareness of college-educated female offenders and their individual and shared 
understanding of experiences.  Figure 1 displays the process for qualitative research used 















     For the purpose of this study, constructionism served as the epistemological stance 
through which I examined the shared experiences of college-educated women who were 
incarcerated.  Having an epistemological stance is important for the qualitative process 
because “it denotes how we know what we know or how we look out onto our content as 
well as our methodology” (Crotty, 1998, p. 3) as shown in the above diagram.  It tells the 
researcher’s thoughts on how meaning is made, knowledge is known, understanding of 
self, and their bias and subjectivies in their research. The purpose of a constructionist’s 
perspective is ‘to understand.’ The idea of constructionists is that our world is based on 
language through which we can capture reality based on someone’s talk. Constructionists 
understand self as being limited to the cultural close, which denotes this epistemology 
being grounded in humanism (Crotty, 1998).  However, constructionists begin to move 
from God creating everything to humans being able to create things in our world. This 
stance tends to try to equalize the binaries of those privileged and not privileged. The 





as a means to tell their story. The constructionist epistemological stance heavily 
influences the phenomenological theoretical perspective in which this study was 
grounded.   
     “The purpose of the phenomenological approach is to illuminate the specific, to 
identify phenomena through how they are perceived by the actors in a situation. In the 
human sphere this normally translates into gathering “deep” information and perceptions 
through inductive, qualitative methods such as interviews, discussions and participant 
observation, and representing it from the perspective of the research participants” (Lester, 
1999, p. 1). Phenomenology is concerned with the study of experience from the 
perspective of the individual, “bracketing” taken-for-granted assumptions, and usual 
ways of perceiving (Crotty, 1998; Lester, 1999). Epistemologically, phenomenological 
approaches are based in a paradigm of personal knowledge and subjectivity, and 
emphasize the importance of personal perspective and interpretation. As such they are 
powerful for understanding subjective experience, gaining insights into people’s 
motivations and actions, and cutting through the clutter of taken-for-granted assumptions 
and conventional wisdom (Lester, 1999, p. 1). 
     Phenomenology seeks to describe basic lived experience.  Phenomenological methods 
are particularly effective at bringing to the forefront the experiences and perceptions of 
individuals from their own perspectives, and are therefore effective at challenging 
structural or normative assumptions. “Adding an interpretive dimension to 
phenomenological research, enabling it to be used as the basis for practical theory, allows 
it to inform, support or challenge policy and action” (Lester, 1999, p. 1). 





serendipitous or deliberately selected samples. “While single-case studies are able to 
identify issues, which illustrate discrepancies and system failures – and to illuminate or 
draw attention to ‘different’ situations – positive inferences are less easy to make without 
a small sample of participants. In multiple participant research, the strength of inference, 
which can be made, increases rapidly once factors start to recur with more than one 
participant. In this respect, it is important to distinguish between statistical and qualitative 
validity: phenomenological research can be robust in indicating the presence of factors 
and their effects in individual cases, but must be tentative in suggesting their extent in 
relation to the population from which the participants or cases were drawn” (Lester, 
1999, p. 2). 
Participant Selection and Recruitment 
     This study used a qualitative phenomenological methodology to understand the shared 
experience of three college-educated females incarcerated.  For this study, selecting three 
college-educated incarcerated females was a good estimate for achievement because the 
number was a 10% representation of the 30% of females that met the criteria. 
Phenomenology research is grounded in the theory of phenomenology, which gets to the 
essence of people’s perceived experiences, according to Edmund Husserl, the founder of 
the phenomenological movement (Crotty, 1998).  Participants for this study as previously 
stated, met the following criteria: (a) had completed 2 years of college-level coursework 
from a community college or university because this study focused on the “new trend” of 
college-educated female offenders, (b) had been incarcerated for at least 1 year because 
generally it is the minimum time for prison incarceration, and (c) had at least one child 





child or children. Participants served their sentence at the state facility, Milestone 
Correctional Center. MCC, which includes a minimum-security annex, is located in 
southwest Tennessee, and is one of the two female facilities in the state of Tennessee 
prison system. According to the TDOC’s 2011 annual report, the operating capacity of 
the facility is 439, with an average daily population of 418 female offenders, ages 21 up 
to 65 (p. 19). MCC was chosen as the institution for this study because it is the only 
female prison facility in southwest Tennessee. 
     I utilized purposeful selection to acquire participants for my study, who were recruited 
through my established relationship with the community agency, Families of Incarcerated 
Individuals, Inc. (FII), which provides services to individuals recently released from 
prison.  FII is not a residential facility or court-ordered program for ex-offenders; the 
agency services are voluntary. I contacted FII’s case managers to ask for permission to 
place flyers in the hallway of their establishment so that potential participants could 
secure contact information without the risks of being identified. I created and posted 
flyers with criteria for volunteers interested in the study in the hallways outside of FII’s 
office space. The flyers stated, “if an individual meets the criteria for this study and has 
interest to contact me directly by via phone or email” (see Appendix B). When contacted, 
I confirmed that each participant met the criteria, gave a brief overview of the study, and 
scheduled a meeting for the first interview. The first meeting included a review of the 
informed consent to proceed as a participant of the study.  All contact with participants 
was confidential and the agency representatives were not notified.  There were no 






Data Collection and Procedures 
     A variety of methods can be used in phenomenological-based research, including 
interviews, conversations, participant observations, artifact collections, focus meetings, 
and analysis of personal texts. “If there is a general principle involved, it is that of 
minimum structure and maximum depth, in practice constrained by time and 
opportunities to strike a balance between keeping a focus on the research issues and 
avoiding undue influence by the researcher” (Lester, 1999, p. 4). I addressed this by 
putting my subjectivities and intersubjectivities aside. For this study, I constantly 
confronted my own opinions and prejudices with the data. Besides, most opinions and 
prejudices are rather superficial.  Therefore, “the data that are collected will provide a 
much more detailed rendering of events rather than what the most creatively prejudiced 
mind might have imagined prior to the study” (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003, p. 115).  The 
establishment of a good level of rapport and empathy was critical to gaining depth of 
information, particularly when investigating issues where the participant had a strong 
personal stake.  I established this by communicating with each participant my level of 
involvement with working with this population. 
Methods 
     For my research, I used phenomenological in-depth and unstructured interviews, life 
maps, and analytic memos to guide participants in telling me about their experiences that 
were the essence of their construction of meaning of their imprisonment.  I also used 
these methods to elicit life stories surrounding each participant’s experiences with 







     My unstructured interview questions were based on my research questions, with 
subquestions focusing on each female participant’s understanding of their life path and 
shared experiences.  Examples of lead questions included, “Tell me how you understand 
your life path” and “How do you understand your catalyst for your offense.”  These 
questions were used to inform each of the unstructured stories of the essence of their 
phenomenon.    
     I identified themes by obtaining life stories from the female participants who were 
incarcerated and had completed 2 years of college-level coursework from a community 
college or university. The interview questions provided a better perspective of their 
offense, life trajectory, future, and their families. I tried to guide the participants in 
expounding upon their stories of criminal behavior that led to imprisonment.  I aimed to 
provide space and time for participants to categorize their life events that they believed 
linked to their criminal activities.   
     Using in-depth and unstructured interviews, I interviewed three participants to collect 
a comprehensive set of data through their stories. Each participant participated in three 
separate interviews, approximately one hour each.  Three interviews were recommended 
by Dr. Seidman (2006) with a suggested length of 90 minutes agreed to beforehand, for 
each interview (p. 17). “The first interview is the life history and the participant was 
asked to share as much as possible during that time.  The second interview focused on 
eliciting the details of the lived experiences. The final interview provided a reflection on 
the meaning the participant attaches to the experiences” (p. 17). Each interview was 





names were used for the study.  Interviews occurred over a 4-week period. Participants 
for this study met the following criteria: (a) had completed 2 years of college-level 
coursework from a community college or university, (b) was incarcerated for at least 1 
year, and (c) had at least one child. The interview locations were a place chosen by each 
participant. Participants in this study were able to articulate stories about their lives and 
also share sensitive topics of their families and life issues they had encountered.   
Life Maps 
     In addition to interviewing, I also wrote notes about my processes during and after 
data collection, which continued through analysis. Participants also created life maps that 
reflected their journey of experiences to imprisonment.  “The life map concept is 
designed to be a meaning-making activity in which individuals have the freedom to 
explore their own experiences” (Scholl, McGowan, & Hansen, 2012, p. 108). A life map 
tracks your journey through life and highlights important events along the way. 
According to Scholl et al. (2012), it is important to prompt individuals to include both 
those experiences that were viewed as trials or difficulties as well as the positive and 
negative tools that they may have used to overcome those various trials when 
constructing their life maps. At the initial interview meeting, I explained to each 
participant what life maps are and the purpose of their participation in chronicling their 
life events for the study. During their last interview, each participant explained each life 
event included in their life map and described how it shaped their offense, life trajectory, 
family, and future. I provided my participants with an array of markers, colored paper, 
poster boards, and stencils to use to give creativity to their maps. These life maps 





were collected from analyzing each participant’s life journey in an effort to understand 
the individual and shared experiences of the three college-educated females who were 
incarcerated. This method contributed to the rigor and trustworthiness of my research 
because their experiences were displayed on their life map.  
Analytic Memos 
     Unfortunately, the human mind tends to forget much that has been experienced or 
observed at quite a rapid rate. When conducting research, some means were needed to 
overcome this tendency. Therefore, memoing was another method used in this study to 
capture data.  Memoing is an early data analysis tool.  According to Glense (1999), 
“Memoing is a reflective field log that helps you develop your thoughts and manage 
information” (p. 131). Also methodological reflections can tie together different pieces of 
data into a recognizable cluster and they can also go well beyond codes and their 
relationships to any aspect of the study (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  My analytic memos 
consisted of questions and speculations about the data and emerging themes to enrich the 
analytic process. The memos served the purpose of analyzing each participant’s three 
interviews by recording their reactions and responses to my questions and my 
observations during each meeting.  I also closely paid attention to their explanations of 
each life event within their life maps and wrote notes of their emotions and details as they 
chronicled their journey during each participant’s last interview meeting. I also used the 
memos to record my reflective notes after each interview about what I had learned and 
ideas that evolved throughout the study. The memos helped me to intentionally analyze 
my methods and approaches in order to increase their usefulness throughout my data 





Ultimately, the memos were instrumental in providing accuracy and detail to my 
Methods section.  Although they take time, they were worth doing to increase the 
trustworthiness of the research. 
Confidentiality 
     This research was conducted in a neutral location of the participant’s choice, with 
consideration to protecting their anonymity. Therefore, the space helped the participants 
feel welcomed and open to share their experiences.  Participants signed an informed 
consent form before their interview that detailed their rights, issues of confidentiality, and 
permission to end participation at any time.  All documentations including life maps, 
recordings, transcripts, and analytic memos are kept in a locked file cabinet and will be 
destroyed within 5 years following the study.   
Data Analysis 
     This phenomenological perspective’s typical analytic match is data reduction and 
traditional categorizing. “The data analysis will involve careful techniques to keep 
descriptions as accurate as possible to the experiential raw data; this will be accomplished 
by extreme care in moving step by step and in being ever mindful not to delete from, add 
to, change, or distort anything originally present in the initial ‘meaning units’ of the 
participant’s transcripts” (Lester, 1999, p. 3). I attempted to “bracket” my presuppositions 
and biases through all phases of the research and minimized their influence on my 
research findings. 
     According to Glaser and Strauss (1990), “Data coding will guide subsequent 
theoretical sampling decisions during the analysis process. After collecting additional 





analysis process to inform the next iteration of data collection.  This process will continue 
until a strong theoretical understanding of an event, object, setting or phenomenon has 
emerged” (p. 61). This form of analysis is very typical to more postpositivist qualitative 
research and allows reduction of data into discrete themes of meaning.  According to 
Miles and Huberman (1994), coding is analysis. They viewed it as “the process used to 
review field notes, transcribed or synthesized and to dissect them meaningfully” (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994, p. 56). Rossman and Rialis (as cited in Creswell, 2003) described 
coding as the process of organizing data into “chunks” before bringing meaning to those 
“chunks.”  
      For this study, each individual transcript was coded and labeled according to the 
emergent themes.  Codes and categories were sorted, compared, and contrasted until 
saturated. Themes from each interview were written down and color-coded for 
organization of themes. In examining the data from my methods, I asked questions to 
probe and become more acquainted with the data. According to Glaser and Strauss 
(1990), asking questions is a tool that is useful at every stage of analysis.  Asking 
questions helped me better understand the role of the participants from their perspectives. 
In addition, I asked theoretical questions about the data that helped me make connections 
to concepts and highlight any passages that may illustrate specific phenomena. Lastly, I 
identified themes in stories told from the participants that were used as reference points in 
my later analysis and representation.  The data were analyzed in different contexts to get 








     “Exploring the use of this creative analytic practice helps to challenge notions of 
‘traditional research’ and makes space for “doing representation differently. Creative 
Analytic Practice provides a means through which researchers could illuminate multiple, 
different, and assenting voices” (Berbary, 2011, p. 186). Telling creative stories allows 
for multiplicity with regard to voice, time, place, and flexibility regarding interpretation. 
“These creative modes of representation are still grounded in the data, but can describe 
the chaos and complexity found in real life in a way that traditional representation cannot, 
telling the story that needs to be told” (Berbary, 2011, p. 186). The three primary sources 
of data collection included interviews, life maps, and analytic memos. Using creative 
analytic practice, the data were represented using themes in an effort for the reader to 
understand one’s position. I created stories from the data analysis describing each 
participant’s journey to imprisonment and individual and shared experiences in a way to 
capture each participant’s truth. I compiled and restoried the data from all three interview 
transcripts using quotes and stories directly extracted from the transcripts, life maps, and 
analytic memos from our encounters. These “storylines” were written to fully capture the 
spirit of the females participating in this study. The findings of this study were 
represented in creative analytic practice in the form of “overlapping dialogues” that 
illuminated the perspectives college-educated incarcerated females have on their offense, 
life trajectory, future, and their family.  
Subjectivity Statement 
     “If I can help someone as I travel this road on earth, I know my living has not been in 





placed on this earth to be servants to others. Therefore, my life’s journey is described by 
the words of this great Mahaila Jackson song: 
If I can help somebody 
As I travel along 
If I can help somebody 
With a word or song 
If I can help somebody 
From doing wrong 
My living shall not be in vain. 
 
My living shall not be in vain 
My living shall not be in vain 
If I can help somebody 
While I'm singing this song 
My living shall not be in vain.  
(Androzzo, 1945, Verse 1 and Chorus) 
 
     As the director of Families of Incarcerated Individuals, Inc., I was given the 
opportunity to teach at a correctional center for females in the Education department. 
Although they were female adult offenders, I had the same experiences as if I were 
teaching grade school. As I began to assess the social history of each woman, I realized 
that a high percentage of my class consisted of college-educated females. Their criminal 
charges ranged from fraud to attempted murder.  It was at this moment in time that I took 
a vested interest in this new trend of college-educated female offenders. Therefore, for 
my dissertation topic, I became interested in understanding what is influencing this trend 
of college-educated female offenders and what this means for the stability of American 
families.   In the past, many female offenders, when arrested, were uneducated, unskilled, 
had young children, were on public assistance, and/or were single heads of households.  
However, today, there is an increase in the number of college-educated females who 





a question that drives my research the most.  
     It is critical that we acknowledge and understand the importance of gender 
differences, as well as the gender-related dynamics inherent in any society. Females are 
often invisible in the many facets of the correctional system. This invisibility can act as a 
form of oppression and repression. Gender stereotypes influence both our beliefs about 
the appropriate roles for females and males in our society and our behaviors toward each. 
For example, if we believe that a woman’s role is to be a nurturer and to care for children, 
we have a negative view toward a woman who takes a different path. Stereotypes also 
influence how we perceive people who violate the law, and they often have a different 
impact on females. For example, a pregnant, chemically dependent woman is often 
viewed with disdain because she violates society’s image of a “good mother.” Many will 
automatically label a woman who has been convicted of a crime as a “bad mother” 
simply because she has violated the law. However, a male offender is not automatically 
labeled a “bad father.”  I am very aware of the double standards in our society that enable 
our expectations of males and females to be unfair and inconsistent.  I believe these 














     The purpose of this phenomenological study was to understand the shared experiences 
of three college-educated females who were incarcerated. Participants were asked to 
reflect on their life experiences and what they perceived as the catalyst for their life 
trajectory, future, and family. This chapter will give an overview of the interview 
experiences, differences, and commonalities among the participants and major themes 
that emerged from the data analysis. The qualitative study addressed the central question, 
“What is influencing the trend toward the incarceration of college-educated females and 
what this mean for the stability of American families?” The study was designed to answer 
the following research questions: 
1. What do college-educated females who have been incarcerated perceive as the  
catalyst for their offense? 
2. How do college-educated females who have been incarcerated make sense of  
their incarceration experience in relation to their identity and life trajectory? 
3.   What expectation do these females hold for their future? 
4.   What impact do these females feel their incarceration has on their own  
      families? 
Participants’ Profiles 
     Participants served their sentence at the state facility, Milestone Correctional Center. 
MCC, which includes a minimum-security annex, is located in southwest Tennessee, and 
is one of the two female facilities in the state of Tennessee prison system. According to 





average daily population of 418 female offenders, ages 21 up to 65” (p. 19).  MCC was 
chosen as the institution for this study because it is the only female prison facility in 
southwest Tennessee. Each participant participated in three separate interviews, 
approximately one hour each.   Each interview was audio recorded, with each recording 
given a pseudonym for each participant. No authentic names of the participants were 
used.  They are referred to as Rockie, Gazelle, and Stormy throughout this study.  All of 
the participants’ interviews took place in various study rooms at the Central Library, 
which is centrally located in the city of Memphis. Table 1 gives an overview of the 






Name           Educational Level          College Attended        Age               Race______                          
Rockie             Associate Degree             2-year public               59      African-American 
Gazelle  Bachelor’s Degree         4-year public              38       African- American 




Participant A: Rockie, Hard but Gentle 
      The first interview took place with Rockie (Participant A), a middle-aged African 
American woman with a very open and calm persona. She was given the pseudonym 
“Rockie” in reference to the boxing character Rocky Balboa because she had a very hard 





boxing ring yet loving in his home life. Rockie has an associate degree in psychology and 
was working in the field prior to incarceration. She is a mother of three and was deemed 
as a first-time felony offender.  As Rockie took her seat opposite of me for the interview, 
she crossed her legs, and sat comfortably in her chair. Rockie was small in stature, with a 
stern voice.  Her braided hair was neatly pulled back in a ponytail, and she wore her 
glasses on the tip of her nose. For most of the interview, her hands were folded in her lap. 
On occasion, she would use her hands to help express herself during the interview.  Her 
demeanor was very calm and emotionless at times.  However, when she spoke of her 
children, she often paused to express her feelings of thankfulness for her sister and 
mother for taking care of them during her incarceration.  During my interviews with 
Participant A, I learned that her children were very angry with her for a long time and 
recently forgave her.  Today, she still struggles with feelings of guilt for leaving them 
even though they have accepted her back into their lives. Rockie participated in this study 
because “she felt her story of where she has been and what she has accomplished now 
may help somebody else.”   
     When asked about her life before incarceration, Rockie shared this memory. 
It's just after high school, it looked like my life started to spiral out of control.  
You know, after high school, I went to college.  I got pregnant.  I quit.  I got 
married.  I had two more children in the process, divorced, a boyfriend, drugs, 
jail, drugs, jail, jail, and then prison.  You know, and uh, I don't know.  It was just 
spiraling out of control. 
     Rockie described her prison experience this way. 





for you to hafta take a shower at a certain time, for you to go eat at a certain time,  
for you  to go outside, if you get to go outside, at a certain time.  You know,  
somebody's constantly telling you what to do, how to do it, and when to do it, you  
know, and it's not a good feelin', you know.  Some of the guards are nice; some of  
'em are not so nice. Some of 'em treated you good, treated me nice.  You know,  
others were mean, and uh, wouldn't have anything to say or do with you, or  
wouldn't even speak to you because some of 'em acted like they were way up  
here. And we were way down here at the bottom.  And um, it made me angry.  
Because I felt like anybody can make a mistake.  I mean, you know, I didn't  
feel like I was a bad person.  I know I did things that were wrong, and I knew I  
had to pay for them.  But I knew I wasn't a bad person.  I just made a whole lotta  
mistakes in my life. And I knew I had to pay for them, but I wasn't a bad person.   
But they made you feel like you were crap. Now some of the, some of the women,  
they treated them real good. Those women were what you call street women, you  
know, that've been out there in the street.  And uh, they had that street mentality  
like men have.  Uh, those are the ones that they seem to kinda click with, uh, did  
favors for 'em and stuff, you know, uh.  I don't know why. I never understood  
that. I didn't click. I think they knew my education background because you  
know, they could read our jacket.  They had access to it, you know.  So I just  
pretty much stayed to myself.  That's how I did my time, you know, to  
myself and by myself. 
     For Rockie, life after incarceration has been enlightening, as revealed by her  






I just feel like, you know, Anybody can change.  You know, a lotta people give  
up on life, and they don't think that they can change, but I—anybody can change.   
Anybody can do anything that they set their mind to do, you know.  Never in a  
million years did I think that after prison that I would go to school and get a  
degree and then go back to school and get another degree, you know.  But I've  
learnt that life experiences make you stronger, and they make you a better person.   
And uh, I know today that I can achieve anything that I set my mind to do, and so  
can anybody else, you know.  We can allow prison to be a stopping and a standing  
block for us if we choose to.  I just choose not to.  I just felt like I was better  
than that, and I was more than that.  And I knew that I had it in me.  It was just a  
matter of getting up, doin' it and not lettin' the fear take over. 
Participant B: Gazelle, Beautiful but Unattractive 
     Gazelle (Participant B) swayed into the library’s study room like a model on the 
runway.  Her voice was very soft and eloquent, her attire was very dainty, and her hair 
was short and blonde.  Her dark skin glowed next to the bright yellow, short sundress she 
wore. Her makeup was very colorful yet flawless since she is currently a Mary Kay 
consultant.  She was given the pseudonym “Gazelle” because of her beauty and swiftness 
that were very similar to the animal of the same name. At the time of her arrest, Gazelle 
had completed college and landed a job in her career field of accounting.  During the 
interview, she appeared energetic and eager.  She maintained eye contact with me and 
often gestured with her hands.  Gazelle expressed that she was very active in some of the 
spiritual prison programs and often took on leadership roles.  She shared how her family 
viewed her as the black sheep because she was now a felon. While incarcerated, her 





relationship.  They later divorced years after she was released. Currently, she is a single 
mother of six, and works as a receptionist for a tax company in addition to her Mary Kay 
entrepreneurship. Gazelle participated in this study because “she felt her story should be 
told and that the stigma and stereotypes of individuals who have been incarcerated of 
being abandoned, emotional, and uniformed should be addressed.” She hopes this 
dissertation open the eyes of society to the fact that there are intelligent women in prison 
and that the business world needs to open their employment services for successful 
reintegration.  
     When asked about her life before incarceration, Gazelle shared these thoughts: 
I had graduated from the University of Great Minds with an accounting degree.  
I was married. And, I was working my job at the gas station.  I was the manager.   
Uh, my husband and I were attendin’ church.  I had one daughter and pregnant  
with another at the time of my arrest. However, I was having an affair with the  
pastor of my church, who was the cause of me going to jail.  He had me embezzle  
over $100,000 from my job for him. I was very young and naïve.  And I went  
through a period of, um, not really bein’ clear on male relationships.  On my life  
map you see it’s from 15 to 25.  This just represents a total of a 10-year period  
where, um, the man in my life— was the pastor of my church. And it was at 15  
that we started a sexual relationship until age 25.” 
     Gazelle had these comments to say about her prison experience:  
Uh, when I first was incarcerated it was—it was emotionally a rough patch for 
me.  I wasn’t quite over it, you know, cuz it was still fresh, but uh, I don’t know.  





It was—I began to see things from different perspectives, and even the pastor.  I 
didn’t want have anything to do with him, or his church, or any connection, but I 
had to accept that he is a person, and just like you have things in your life, and 
you call yourself a Christian, and you do things that you not supposed to do, he 
should be different, but he isn’t. 
     For Gazelle, life after incarceration was a comeback, which she described as we  
talked:  
I certainly felt that I would, um, do a comeback.  You know?  I was always  
confident in my capabilities.  I felt like, you know, I would just get back out there,  
reset, find a job, um, meet my financial obligations of my restitution, no problem,  
pay this debt off in like five years.  You know?  I just felt like it wouldn’t hold me  
back. My reality was, Um, as a convicted felon you’re in a whole different  
bracket of life. You are not a human being.  You’re a human being with a felon.  
And you are scrutinized, and you’re looked at so much differently, and the trust  
factor is not there.  And if you’ve ever heard of integrity is your calling card, I  
mean, think of any felony conviction as being a loud report saying you have no  
integrity, because that is the level of scrutiny that you are seen, and people just  
don’t want to take a chance on you—uh, if you’re a felon.  And it doesn’t matter  
how talented you are, or smart that you are, it’s a bit of hesitation to do with you  
unless you got connections, or um, get a handout or a hand up, or a second  
chance, if you will. Kind of like our Second Chance program. Without those type  
of, uh, institutions and, uh, people who would advocate for you, um, then you just  
have to respect the fact that a felony will change your life. All I can say is even  





significance in God planting that seed in my heart early, because until this day  
even with the recent revelations, and maturity, or growth, or understanding that  
I’ve come to, it’s like where he’s trying to take me is really amazing. And I would  
not be able to successfully have that place not having had so many experiences  
that I’ve been—I have been through so much it’s like what, and I have people say,  
“How do you maintain your positivity?” or, “You always seem to be together.   
How do you not go crazy?”  I’m like, of all the things I’ve gone through I don’t  
see how anything could happen at this point that would knock me off.  And most  
of the things that, you know, I’ve grown to, I’ve just developed, and developed,  
and I don’t know.  I just feel like through everything the decision I made at 6  
years old has remained with me.  It was like I have a covenant relationship that  
has shaped me.  Even the experiences that I’ve gone through, even with the  
pastor, 10 years of this wrongful influence, if you will. 
Participant C: Stormy, Damaged but Firm 
     Before I had a chance to ask one interview question, Stormy (Participant C) was eager 
to begin speaking about her life.  She was given the pseudonym “Stormy” because she 
was abused in her life several times and it didn’t destroy her inner strength.  She was very 
thankful and excited I chose her to interview as part of my study. She had a huge smile 
on her face as she took her seat in the chair for the interview.  Her dark coiled hair flowed 
long down her back. Her face was an olive tone, bare of any makeup, and her eyes were 
puffy. Her shirt hung loosely outside of her pants.  Stormy often became anxious while 
sharing her story.  As the interview progressed, she became relaxed and talked more 
about her life experiences of rape, violence, and drug and alcohol abuse. Although she 





brighter days ahead. Stormy had previous misdemeanor charges, but her sentence served 
at MCC was her first conviction.  Prior to incarceration she attended several community 
colleges before completing 2 full years at Southwest Community College.  Her college 
experiences were interrupted by unexpected pregnancies. Currently, she is a single 
mother of four children and attends Victory University pursing a degree in alcohol and 
drug counseling. At times, she still feels guilty for leaving her children while 
incarcerated, but she is happy they have accepted her back into their lives.  She has 
become very overprotective of her children because of what she has been through and 
seen. Stormy has a very positive outlook of her future ahead and hopes that her story can 
be a spiritual blessing to someone one day. She participated in the study because “she 
wants society to understand that there is more to a prisoner than their incarceration”.  
     Stormy shared these recollections when asked about her life before incarceration: 
My mom died when I was 12 years old; my stepdad killed her. After that, I just  
didn’t see much hope in anything.  I had no clue what I’m—what I was going to  
do or anything.  I just didn’t have any clue at all.  I was just there and um, well I  
went to live with my aunt and my uncle in Clarksville, Tennessee, from L.A., cuz  
I grew up in Los Angeles—but um, and there it was okay.  Ya know they took  
well care of me, helped me with my homework and it was seeming like almost a  
normal family—‐ and-um ya know I went to school.  I was doin’ okay, but-um  
[sigh] I was-um ya know, a angry little girl—At age 20, I had two boys and  







I didn’t smoke but I was a heavy drinker. I got pregnant again and lost my baby  
and that’s when I lost it. I couldn’t take it, it reminded me of my mom’s  
loss. 
     Stormy also described her prison experience: 
I went to jail for distributing—and I thought I was going to—I was hearing so  
many horror stories and I was just prayin’, God please don’t let me go do this  
hole squad, cuz they’re talkin’ about, ya know, hole— That to do the holes in the  
ground and—rats and snakes and the heat, and if you pass out, they leave you 
there.  Oh my goodness and I’m really bad in heat. Um, you have people yelling  
in your ear to hurry up and eat, and so I didn’t go to chow.  I didn’t go to eat too 
much—the officer would be right here and I would get too—worked up and I 
couldn’t—I would even just picture myself goin’ with a tray—and the women 
there were very different— but when I was transferred to the-um-the prerelease 
facility— they had classes.  Ah—they had life-skill classes. They had accounting 
classes and they had some kind of like writing class— English class—something 
like that— and I took all of ’em.  I wanted to do [laughter] all of ’em. Ya-ya  
know and—because it can help me out later on. 
     For Stormy, life after incarceration has been a continued learning experience. She had  
this to say about it: 
She stated, “I just—when I went back, I started in the community—college and I  
received my little—my certificate.  I’m like, “Wow.  I-I can really do this,” and—  
I have one more year— to receive my bachelor’s in psychology - I haven’t  





keep goin’.  I haven’t stopped.  I have—I go through the summer. This is-this  
next—this-this summer coming up is gonna be the biggest break I’ve taken in— 
and all through school, but it—since I’ve been goin’ for two months, cuz I have to  
wait now that I’m transferring to another one. Two months is gonna be the longest  
time I’ve taken off from school, because I am so inspired now to go and I don’t  
wanna quit— I want to continue and finish - and not in just my bachelor’s.  I-I  
still have—I’m goin’—my master’s and— LPC is what I’m lookin’ at. 
Life Maps 
     In addition to interviewing, each participant created a life map as part of the second 
phase of interviews.  The life maps chronicled and reflected their journey of important 
events and experiences to imprisonment. According to Scholl et al. (2012), it is important 
to prompt individuals to include both those experiences that were viewed as trials or 
difficulties as well as the positive and negative tools that they may have used to 
overcome those various trials when constructing their life maps.  At the initial interview 
meeting, I explained to each participant what life maps are, and the purpose their 
participation in chronicling their life events for the study. During their last interview, 
each participant explained each life event included in their life map and described how it 
has shaped their offense, life trajectory, family, and future. I provided each participant 
with an array of markers, colored paper, poster boards, and stencils to use to give 
creativity to their maps. The life maps enhanced my empathy and understanding 
regarding each participant’s life events and feelings. Illustrations of each participant’s life 









Figure 2: Life Map of Participant A (Rockie). 
 
 
     The life map of Rockie (shown as Participant A in Figure 2) depicts a life of drug use, 
illegal behavior, and prison. However, there were times of progression with working jobs, 
attending college for a career, and finding solace in her faith.  For Rockie, making the life 
map was a healing exercise. "This exercise gave me an enormous amount of clarity, 
because I didn't overthink anything—it came from my heart." She stated that the life map 





response to the situations she experienced throughout her life, even very harsh 
experiences.  Rockie says she is “very hopeful of her future and how all of her 
experiences shaped her into the woman she is today.” 
 
 




     Gazelle (shown as Participant B in Figure 3) not only learned something about herself, 





about myself is that I really want to make room for more of my dreams and I think that's 
why...there are a lot of colors on my board.  Colors represented different moods in my 
life.”  For example, the color yellow represented happy times, while black stood for the 
dark times in her life of crime and adultery.  She also explained how the colors could be 
representative of a life of chaos.  There were many changes throughout her life that were 
influential of her decision making and life choices, both negative and positive. However, 
Gazelle felt her “life path did not destroy the woman of God she is now or the greater  











     Stormy’s (shown as Participant C in Figure 4) life map maximized the things most 
important to her. "I'm looking at this board and realizing that all of the things that are 
me...That I want to be are down at the bottom, they're all scrunched up... The one thing 
that really surprised me was that I created my image of being second best.” Stormy said 
she had no idea what it would take to make her happy and included images of neglect. "I 
don't think there is enough closeness in my life. I have a lot of relationships but—I still 
have an overwhelming sense of loneliness." Stormy described her life map as a person 
who had a bad deal in life, by being alienated from her mother and afraid of her 
stepfather but then found the value of life through her children, spirituality, and 
education. 
     Using the life maps activity as a method for analyzing how each participant 
interpreted their life experiences is grounded in the phenomenological perspective of this 
study.  The theoretical perspective of phenomenology dictated the first ideas of life 
mapping when stating that the human being is suspended between freedom and 
limitation.  Freedom is characterized by will, creativity, and expressiveness. Limitation is 
signified by natural and social constraints, vulnerability, and death.  Dread of freedom or 
limitation promotes dysfunction or extreme counteractions to either polarity in the sense 
of oppressiveness and impulsivity. For most, the practical aim of life is to live an orderly 
and natural life.  However, we are not intended to pick our way through the world 
trembling at every step.  Ways in which to live a life of happiness and self-fulfillment by 
not deliberately chasing happiness but rather by intelligent regulation and management of 





trigger to improve to improve them.  The participants realized that being in alignment 
with our inner blueprints brings the peace. 
Emerging Themes 
     For this study, I used phenomenological in-depth and unstructured interviews, life 
maps, and analytic memos to guide participants in telling me about their experiences that 
are the essence of their making meaning of their imprisonment.  The data were analyzed 
in different contexts to get a firm grasp on each participant’s perspective of their offense, 
life trajectory, future, and families. For this study, each individual transcript was coded 
and labeled according to the emergent themes.  Codes and categories were sorted, 
compared, and contrasted until saturated. Themes from each interview were written down 
and color-coded for organization of themes. The findings indicated an understanding of 
the shared experiences of the three college-educated females who found themselves 
incarcerated.  
     Now that I have analyzed each woman, the following six themes are the main factors 
that are influencing the trend of college-educated females and what it means for the 
stability of American families: learning eloquently while living powerlessly, duplicating 
while breaking the cycle, withholding love while providing support, falling in love while 
loving dangerously, living immorally while awakening spiritually, and protecting while 
neglecting.   
Learning Eloquently While Living Powerlessly 
     Although each woman had completed at least 2 years of college-level coursework 
from a community college or university, they still found themselves being involved in 





attendance were still deemed as difficult times in their life.  The women described 
various incidents that happened while attending or completing college that left them 
living powerless.  Rockie expressed that attending college after high school was a definite 
for her family although she did not complete college due to her circumstances: 
Yeah, well, after high school, I went to college, uh, for a few semesters I went 
to Lucky College—I didn't wanna go, and my parents kinda forced me to go.  
I wasn't ready.  This was their idea.  Because I'm the oldest, and they wanted 
me to go to school, and I just wasn't ready to go to school. I didn't like it, and I 
was a loner.  And it wasn't where I wanted to be. So, I met a man… I got 
married when I was 18 and left school ‘cause I got pregnant [sigh] when I was 
in college.  Then I got divorced and met a new man, which was my boyfriend 
at the time. Um, I wasn't working.  My boyfriend was and um, I would take 
his checks.  And I would write checks or I would go to the bank and get 
money and spend it on drugs.  I would hide out for three, four days at a time, 
stayin' gone.  And when we broke up, my kids went out to my mom's house, 
my boys did.  My daughter stayed with her father and his new wife.  And she 
eventually went out there, um.  I started writing so many checks until I had to 
start goin' to court for 'em.  I would get locked up for writing checks, stole 
checks from my mother.  I went to jail for that for 30 days. 
     You know, uh, once I moved out on my own, I just started thinking about 
my life and what I was gonna do with it.  And I just knew that I didn't want to 
work at a dead-end job all of my life for the rest of my life.  But I had did 





And I knew that in order to be an alcohol and drug counselor, I was gonna 
have to go to school now. So when computers came out, I was getting high, so 
I didn't have time for computers. But I knew that online was gonna be on the 
computer.  I had no knowledge of a computer.  I didn't know anything about 
it.  So I decided to go back to school.  They sent me a computer.  And um, 
with the help of, uh, some very good friends and um, one of my past students 
at the school that I work at, they helped me for the first three months to get 
used to the computer and learn what to do and how to do it. So I went back to 
school and my mind actually remembered.  I could remember cuz see, I didn't 
think I, I could retain anything.  But I would read it and when I got ready to do 
the test, I actually remembered.  And that was one of the proudest moments of 
my life because I didn't know whether I could or not, and I was terrified.  See, 
I have a fear of failure. 
     And uh, you know, and I know that, and I have to acknowledge that.  See, 
anything that goes on in my life today, I have to acknowledge, you know, to 
myself, to God, and to others.  You know, because see, if you speak it, it loses 
some of its strength, so today that's what I do.  I went back to school to get an 
Associate's Degree in Alcohol and Drug Counseling, and uh, I actually did 
very well. 
     The other women also shared their episodes that occurred during their earlier college 
years. Gazelle expressed how family trauma of losing her mother while having an affair 






Initially when my mom first passed, that’s when I left school, um, I was out on  
 
my own and my older sister was out on her own.  My older brother was in the  
 
Navy.  There was one, two, three still at home.  So then it became filling in that  
 
gap to raise our three siblings, and my older sister took on their charge but she  
 
needed my help.  She wasn’t married.  She had three kids of her own.  She needed  
 
my help, and so I moved in with my sister and helped her, uh, for probably about  
 
a year.  And then I got my own place and we split, you know.  I kept two and she  
 
kept one, and um—no, I kept one and she had two, and then eventually I got the  
 
second one.  And once the other one had graduated high school and got grown— 
 
it was a challenging, I did go back to school. Education definitely afforded me.  
 
No.  I mean, at this point, and this is so key.  This really goes back to the Family  
 
Change Center—because I went back to school after I had got married for a  
 
short period, and I had the job at , very demanding, and uh, I went from  
 
there, decided to go back to school.  Then I got another job with Motown City  
 
School, so I only stayed one semester and I kind of postponed it cuz, you know,  
 
life was happening.  Um, but so I guess in the back of my mind I knew it was  
 
important cuz I had attempted to go.  And then as life started happening, once I  
 
got incarcerated I didn’t see the education would benefit me because it wasn’t  
 
gonna erase the fact that I was a felon.  So I couldn’t see investing the money in  
 
getting an education when at the end of the day you’re still gonna be a felon.  And  
 
I—boy, I tell you it really, um, made a big difference in not wanting to go back to  
 
school.—And I initially started as a nursin’ major. And then I quickly switched— 
 






accounting. And then I left school.  ’Cuz the first time I took school, that was in  
 
’93.  That was before my mom passed. Then I did go back to school once I got  
 
married. However, this was also during a dark period in my life when I was  
 
having an affair. I went through a period of, um, not really bein’ clear on male  
 
relationships. Here you see it’s from 15 to 25 [referring to her life map].  This just  
 
represents a total of a 10-year period where, um, the man in my life—  
 
was, you see that cross?  The pastor of my church who eventually led my life to  
incarceration…- down a dark path in my life, if you will, this man was on crack.   
He smoked primos.  He was—at that point when I was feared to him, he had been 
 on crack for 20 years.  I mean, not 20 years.  He had been on crack at that time.   
No.  Well, maybe 15 years. Well-functioning.  Ain’t no way in the world, there’s  
nothing—very articulate, smooth, intelligent, well, well-functional.  He never,  
ever, ever tried to get me on drugs, and he—one of the things he did tell me was  
to make sure I stayed away from it.  And he told me about one of the women that  
he was with.  He said she got on that stuff and I just don’t know what to do with  
her.  He’s like, don’t ever mess with it.  Even in that, he (God) still was protecting 
me.    
     Stormy shared how the loss of her child caused a traumatic shift in her emotional life  
 
and ended her educational drive at that time: 
 
After I-I received my GED—I started going to school and –um I became pregnant  
 
with my second child and I lost it and I was doing everything right. The doctor  
 
said it was a freak of nature. Well, that’s all it took and that was it, but that was  
 






reminded me of loosing my mother and I-I couldn’t take it anymore [sigh]. When  
 
I lost the baby I stopped college—cuz I couldn’t do anything and so I just told the  
 
school, “I’m-I’m not going back to school.  I-I’m having health problems,” and so  
 
that was it until I went back later. I really liked it. Oh I loved it. I really did.  
 
I liked it. I felt—ya know like in a person—like I felt capable of doin’ it.  It gave,  
 
actually, like strength.  I felt smart.  I felt—ya know my self-esteem was  
 
comin’up—um-and everything and just—and I was working and I was  
 
taking care of my baby—I was. I was takin’ care of my son and everything, ya  
 
know, but when that happened-emmm and-um, but I really enjoyed the  
 
atmosphere.  I-I was talking to other students and I had that connection—- and  
 
great.  And-um so it was there and it’s something that I-that I wanted and, but it  
 
was sad—I could not go any further.  I’m just not—Addiction just really got me  
 
during that time—and then I started into-um—I had already tried coke one time  
 
and I didn’t like it.  I had already tried crack one time and I didn’t like, but this  
 
last—the last time I tried it again, I got hooked—and that was it.  I didn’t even  
 
do anything anymore and I just—ya know and then I stopped again.  I’m in  
 
another relationship.  The girls’ dad this time and that was it.  Ummm, no, but  
with him I started doin’ that again.  I started, you know—distributing it again  
cuz he was distributing something different—coke—and I was distributing  
marijuana— so then instead of me goin’, we sent somebody else, but-um I just— 
we were doin’ okay as far as like the relationship, but then he was unfaithful  
and— and I [laughter] really loved this guy.  It was like that was it cuz he got on  





I mean he just did what, you know— the-the way it’s supposed to be— almost, ya  
know, but after that I find out somethin’ happened while I was gone.  I wasn’t  
bringin’ it back but I was meeting with somebody, ya know and-and then when I  
came back I found out what happened and I was in shock and that’s all it took — 
He was cheating—with my friend’s girlfriend and his friend’s—that-that’s his  
friend too. It was four of us and we were always together and I don’t know if they  
did the whole time or it was just that one time.  I dunno’ and even made an excuse  
and it was never the same.  I said, “Aghhh, I-I can’t.”—My emotional  
roller coaster started all over again so did my addiction to drugs. 
Duplicating While Breaking the Cycle 
     Being college educated yet incarcerated made each participant realize they were 
duplicating criminal behavior of the “uneducated” in our society. The women were 
perceived in prison as just another criminal.  For the purposes of this study, two questions 
were aimed to explore the perceptions of the participants’ social relationships with other 
inmates and prison administration. Prison administration consisted of teachers, 
correctional officers, social workers, doctors, wardens, and other employees of the prison 
who were not inmates. The participants perceived their advanced level of education as the 
reason for prejudices and unfair treatment of prison administration. On the other hand, 
they also felt that they received a high level of respect from fellow inmates because of 
their educational advancement.  They compared their experiences to their undereducated 
counterparts.  
     Rockie shared her prison experience and a particular incident when she felt a judge  
used his power to degrade her because of her educational intellect. 





him, he would ask me did  I get somebody to write these letters for me.  And I  
told him no.  I told him I wrote them myself.  And he said, “Well, I don't  
understand why somebody with as much sense as you have would do this.” But it,  
it wasn't me; it was the drugs, you know. I was a loner.  Uh, because I didn't get  
off into all the homosexual activity that goes on, um, the click.  So I, I pretty  
much stayed to myself.  I read a lot.  That's what I did.  I would go to the library  
and would get books.  So I would stay in my cell and I would read.  Sometime I  
would be up all night just reading.  That's what I did.  Every once in a while, I  
will come out and maybe play cards.  But for the most part, uh, I would read.   
That's how I did my time. I didn't—I don't wanna say that I felt I was better than  
anybody else because I wasn't.  But I just felt like I wasn't on the level that they 
were on.  I was on a different level than those women were, so you know, I— I  
think my education—you know, I was educated.  Um, I didn't act like they acted.   
Um, you know, um, some of ‘em had no families and no family support.  Well, I 
did, you know.  Uh, I didn't act—I hate to say this, but I wasn't ghetto, you know,  
um. Uh, I cared about what came out of my mouth.  I cared about how I carried  
myself, and I cared about how others looked at me.  You know, um, a lotta  
people, when you in prison, they don't care, but I did.  I cared when I was in there,  
uh.  They say I was stuck up because I kept to myself.  You know, when you're in  
prison, you have to find a way to do that time. You know, it's not a good place  
to have somebody bang on your door for you to hafta get up, for you to hafta take  
a shower at a certain time, for you to go eat at a certain time, for you to go  
outside, if you get to go outside, at a certain time.  You know, somebody's 





it's not a good feelin', you know.  Some of the guards are nice; some of 'em are  
not so nice. Some of 'em treated you good, treated me nice.  You know, others  
were mean, and uh, wouldn't have anything to say or do with you, or wouldn't  
even speak to you because some of 'em acted like they were way up here. And we  
were way down here at the bottom.  And um, it made me angry. You know, it  
made me angry. Because I felt like anybody can make a mistake.  I mean, you  
know, I didn't feel like I was a bad person.  I know I did things that were wrong,  
and I knew I had to pay for them.  But I knew I wasn't a bad person.  I just made a  
whole lotta mistakes in my life. And I knew I had to pay for them, but I wasn't a  
bad person.  But they made you feel like you were crap…. now some of the,  
some of the women, they treated them real good. Those women were what you  
call street women, you know, that've been out there in the street.  And uh, they  
had that street mentality like men have.  Uh, those are the ones that they seem to  
kinda click with, uh, did favors for 'em and stuff, you know, uh.  I don't know   
why. I never understood that—I didn't click.  I think they acted  
that way towards me because you know, they could read our jacket [prison profile  
folder].  They had access to it, you know.  So I just pretty much stayed to myself.   
That's how I did my time, you know, to myself and by myself. 
     Gazelle attributed her positive relationship with her peers to being smart and helpful.  
She relished in her role as being as a well-respected inmate by her peers:   
 I definitely stuck out, and it was—I’m gonna tell you what I heard over and over  
and over again.  You don’t belong here. And that’s what—what the inmates  
would say.  And some of them took up for me because of that.  I remember one  





her a bipolar, schizophrenic.  I’m not a doctor, but I would easily diagnose her.  
You don’t have to be a doctor.  But uh, she was just flipping out about the phone.   
You  know?  There was other phone available that she could’ve used, but I was on  
the phone back-to-back.  But she was just flipping out, just jealous.  And uh, you  
know, she wanted to pick a fight, and I was on the phone, and it was like three  
other women like huh uh.  You can mess with anybody in here, but you  
ain’t finna mess with her.  We is not gonna let you mess—she don’t bother  
nobody. I could’ve handled her no problem, but I appreciate that cuz I didn’t got  
to get off the phone. [Laughter] But, uh, I definitely—they were just respecting  
me. Some of the prison guards were respectful.  Some were, um—what do you— 
what—how would you say that?  They was just like, uh, you know, she ain’t  
nothing.  And I had gained a lot of respect from the inmates cuz I started a bible  
study when I was incarcerated, and I started a choir.  So, uh, cuz I sang in a choir  
when I was young, but I was now the choir director in training—it was just I got a  
lot of people in there to start going to Bible studies, and even those who didn’t  
participate in the ones that—the people were coming, we had our part of Bible  
study, so a lot of them would participate from that, and they would start reading  
their Bibles more and things, so it was some guards that respected that and, uh,  
showed favorite.  And there was some they were like, you know, who are you?   
You know? Who is this little intelligent young lady that’s in here with all that?   
Um, I would say I was, um, ambitious, um definitely felt like I had a lot to look  
forward to in life. So as a young person I was very ambitious to accomplish a lot  
in my life—uh, if you’re a felon.  And it doesn’t matter how talented you are, or  





connections, or um, get a handout or a hand up, or a second chance, if you will. 
     Stormy described how she often shied away from other inmates for fear of  
unintentionally intimidating others with her dialect and vocabulary:  
 Ummm [pause] when I was in prison—actually they were [pause]—the ladies  
were nice—to me.  They of course did try some of their moves—but I would  
just let ’em know and-um—nicely [laughter]— and that was it, and what I did  
there—I participated—in the, ya know the church service—- and-and ya know- 
um—and even—from the other inmates in my pod—where I was—they were,  
“Oh, hey it’s almost time for your little church meeting.”  [Laughter]  I’m like,  
“Oh, thanks.” The prison staff weren’t nice, they would still yell.  They just had to  
yell.  Um, they gave me the opportunity to work— but ya know they-they treated  
me-um, I guess [laughter] really the same, except for one.  The main lady—she  
was really nice and— I had a few comments of, “Why do you speak so properly”  
[laughter], ya know?  Like, “Well, I dunno’.”  It’s like I don’t take it.  I don’t  
hear me that way.  I just speak. Ummm, but I didn’t see myself any different— I  
saw myself a little different [laughter] but—-ya know, not really— and -um  
[pause] so I stayed with the other ladies there.  Ya know we read.  I tried to get a  
group together, because I was already in NA, AA, and then, and I so I did a little  
group there.  I wanted everybody to get together— and we’ll just read and just, ya  
know, talk and I just got into that with all the different ladies. I don’t know  
[laughter].  It just started comin’ out and-um, and then next thing I know, they   
send me to a pre-parole fa-facility—and I thought I was going to—I was hearing  
so many horror stories and I was just prayin’, “God please don’t let me go do this  





ground and— rats and snakes and the heat, and if you pass out, they leave you  
there.  Oh my goodness and I’m really bad in heat. I pass out and [laughter] so  
[laughter]—but I went to this-um [pause] pre-release facility—- and there  
you go in and out how you want. You can wear sweats.  You can wear jeans. Um,  
you don’t have people yelling in your ear to hurry up and eat, and so I didn’t go to  
chow.  I didn’t go to eat too much— but over here you just—and the women there  
were very different—- and we had TV, microwaves—I was making—I made  
tamales and—ya know— with the-with the Fritos and— the meat—packs a  
meat— and I-I put it out and—in a white sheet— They put it out in a-on a  
[laughter] white sheet and then I rolled it up— and put it in the microwave and  
heated it and then it would dry up like a—like a tamale—and the ladies loved it. 
     The educational background of all three participants later boosted their self-motivation 
to change. Having a supportive and committed network of family and friends also 
contributed to each of the participant’s success in their reentry into society. When asked 
how she understood her life path, Rockie described her trajectory as follows: 
Oh, I feel like I had a rocky road life.  I had a lot of ups and a lot of downs, a lot  
of valleys, a lot of hills. And one thing that I see in my life is that I’ve overcome  
all of those things. Uh, I feel like it made me a better person from those—all of  
these life experiences.  I feel like it made me into the woman that I am today.   
And I’m proud of who I am today.  I have no problem, uh, letting anybody know  
that I went to prison. You know, uh, that was part of my journey, and, uh, I  
don’t—I can say that there are a lot of things that I did in my past that I don’t like,  
but the journey and the path that I had to go through to get to where I am today,  





shaped me into the woman that I am today.  I know I started late in life, but it’s— 
do you really start late in life? And I just feel like—that I’m where I’m supposed  
to be in my life today. And I couldn't ask for anything more. Um, today I’m okay  
with it.  Um, it’s just part of—it’s part of my path, uh, that I had to go through.   
So, you know, it’s okay today. You know, it doesn’t bother me.  It doesn’t  
bother my family.  You know, today I can talk about it, you know, whereas  
before, I was ashamed of it. But, you know, today, I’m not ashamed. I just feel  
like, you know, anybody can change.  You know, a lotta people give up on life,  
and they don't think that they can change, but I—anybody can change.  Anybody  
can do anything that they set their mind to do, you know. Never in a million years  
did I think that after prison that I would go to school and get a degree and then go  
back to school and get another degree, you know.  But I've learnt that life  
experiences make you stronger, and they make you a better person.  And uh, I  
know today that I can achieve anything that I set my mind to do, and so can  
anybody else, you know.  We can allow prison to be a stopping and a standing  
block for us if we choose to.  I just choose not to.  I just felt like I was better than  
that, and I was more than that.  And I knew that I had it in me.  It was just a  
matter of getting up, doin' it and not lettin' the fear take over. 
     Gazelle attributes her life path and individual growth to her faith and relationship with 
God:  
It wasn’t until, uh, even after the divorce and having to do everything on my own,  
I still didn’t see education as an opportunity to put me in a better place in life.  I  
just felt like huh uh, nope.  It ain’t gonna change nothing.  It’s not gonna change  
anything.  And when I went to this class it really helped me see the stories I was  





you keep talking yourself out of it.  And I knew that that was key.  You know?   
And so now that I’m back my horizon is like, I’m gonna get my PhD.  I’m going  
all the way. All I can say is even just looking at this, I’m like—I got baptized at  
6 years old.  There had to be significance in God planting that seed in my heart  
early, because until this day even with the recent revelations, and maturity, or  
growth, or understanding that I’ve come to, it’s like where he’s trying to take me  
is really amazing. And I would not be able to successfully have that place not  
having had so many experiences that I’ve been—I have been through so much it’s  
like what, and I have people say, “How do you maintain your positivity?” or,  
“You always seem to be together.  How do you not go crazy?”  I’m like, of all the  
things I’ve gone through I don’t see how anything could happen at this point that  
would knock me off.  And most of the things that, you know, I’ve grown to, I’ve  
just developed, and developed, and I don’t know.  I just feel like through  
everything the decision I made at 6 years old has remained with me.  It was like  
I have a covenant relationship that has shaped me. But I know one thing.  That  
[her faith] has remained a passion for me and even through the worst of times,  
the dark times and everything.  That has remained something that’s been  
important to me.  It’s why I saw an alternative rather than just give up on God.  It  
why I sought to say, “okay Lord. Can you show me another way?” Um, so I guess  
I just—I will say it’s just been a trust thing at this point.  Even where I am now,  
you know, I so want to buy this home, and the guy—the real estate agent that I  
paid my money to for my credit application, and who’s supposed to help me and  
all this stuff, I haven’t heard from him in weeks.  He won’t return my calls, and  





know, I hope he ain’t trying to run game cuz I could go there, but I’m like, okay  
Lord.  I’m just gonna release, you know, and just do the things that I can do, you  
know.  I know I can pay my bills.  I know I’m pulling my own credit report.  I  
know—you know, until you show me why, you know, this is happening.  But it’s  
like everything I’m going through, uh, even falling in love with this man that I  
can’t be with, it—it’s—it’s helped me crystalize in my mind exactly where I  
want to be.  You know what I’m saying?  I do not want to be fooling around with,  
you know, somebody who’s not gonna, uh, as I put it, he [God] protects me.  He  
proclaims me as his own.  He [God]—he provides for me, and that’s what you  
want. 
     Stormy continued to affirm how her acceptance of life experiences has helped her  
value herself and heal: 
The way I see it now is that everything that has happened, whether it be  
[laughter] ya know a painful or a happy—in some I have been molded into who I  
am today.  I can see things through a different set of eyes— than just, ya know a  
hurt person, but I can also see others around me as well.  Ya know and how they  
have been affected— and the way that one can break a cycle— is by being— 
bettering—it’s like having something in-in-in sight and something where you can  
see that progress of completing something—that you work hard on and so  
everything that has happened to me, I have put anything negative to-towards  
something positive.  Because to what I’m going for now, as far as my career  
path, everything in the past is gonna’ help me— so coming out of that, to putting  
all that energy instead of woe me is—in the education and that’s—it has helped  





personally and in— the growing— ya know, academically— at the same time— 
and now, that’s awesome. So bein’ educated—education plays a big part for my  
success—and how I feel about myself. 
Withholding Love While Providing Support 
     The aim of this study was to understand the shared experiences of college-educated 
females who found themselves incarcerated.  To give consideration to the preprison life 
experiences, the participants were asked to describe their lives prior to incarceration.  The 
major theme was parental neglect in which participants felt their families withheld love 
from them yet provided support while incarcerated.  From each participant’s perspective, 
they always have felt like the “outsider” of their families.  Rockie described her feelings 
of being the outsider in her childhood as follows:   
Well, I believe it all started with my childhood.  Um, I grew up—both my parents 
were together.  My father was an alcoholic, and he wasn't actually my father.  He 
was my stepfather and when he got drunk, he would tell me that, so I've always 
felt like an outside child. Well, when he got drunk, he would say little things.  I 
mean, was like 7 and 8 years old, and I really didn't understand, you know, why 
he would ask me, “Who was your father?” or, “You can't play with your sisters.”  
I didn't understand that.  And he kept doin' it and he kept doin' it.  And um, my 
aunt told me that, um, he wasn't my biological father, and that's why he treated me 
the way he did. Even during holidays, family get-togethers, I always felt left out. I 
didn't know he was not my biological father for a long time. He [stepfather] had 
went to service and while he was in service, my mother got pregnant. I never 





and he acknowledged that—well, he didn't really acknowledge.  He said, “They 
say I'm yo daddy.”  But um, so me and my stepfather, we butted heads all the 
time, uh, you know.  He would just say little stuff and uh, wouldn't let me play 
with my sisters.  You know, he told me I wasn't good enough to play with 'em, 
and um. I did.  And when I went to treatment, um, and we had family group 
sessions, I tried to talk about it.  But um, my mom said she didn't have any idea 
what I was talking about.  And um, she refused to talk about it.  So my counselor 
told me that I was gonna have to find a way to get over it because, uh, my mom 
was not gonna acknowledge it.  And uh, to this day she still won't, so I tried to 
talk to my mom about it.  When he died, I wrote him a letter and I put it in his suit 
in tellin' him, you know, “I didn't hate you.  You know, and I forgive you for all 
the things that you did to me.”  But you know, but still— It was my release and it 
wasn't because I just wanted my mother to acknowledge it, but she never would.  
And so one of my aunts told me that, “You're gon' hafta find a way to get over it 
because she's not gonna—–ever acknowledge it.” We have a great relationship 
now, you know, um. But growing up, I didn't.  Um.  I don't know.  My mother—I 
just felt like my mother didn't love me when I was growing up. Um, because when 
I would tell her stuff, you know—  she would curse me out or tell me to go 
somewhere and sit down.  She didn't wanna hear it.  And I didn't understand that. 
I would get angry.  I would get angry, and I would cry, you know.  I spent a lot of 
my childhood crying, you know, cuz didn't feel like—they didn't treat me like 
they treated my sisters, and uh, I could see that. I felt more comfortable with my 





my aunt and their family because I felt like I belonged and I felt loved, and um. 
And after I had my first child, I got married, moved out, and me and my 
husband—and I think I married him just to get away from home, then soon 
divorced. 
     Gazelle expressed how she felt being one of many children in a single-parent 
household: 
Um, I would say I was, um, ambitious, um definitely felt like I had a lot to look 
forward to in life.  In my childhood I was raised to where we didn’t have much, 
but I always thought my mom was very smart and I wanted to see her accomplish 
more.  So as a young person I was very ambitious to accomplish a lot in my life. I 
think—I always felt that if she had a husband with all those children, she probably 
would’ve accomplished a lot more cause she was a single mom doing everything 
on her own, but she was certainly an entrepreneur.  She—she—she was a bit of a 
hustler. And, um, the children were very important to her.  You know?  Her life 
was pretty much built all around us, but I felt like if she had some help she 
could’ve soared her wings a little bit more. 
     Um, uh, also at 6 I was adopted by my cousin, and I lived like a princess for a 
year and a half.  You see me here with my princess crown on— So comin’ from a 
household where I was one of—at that time five siblings, then goin’ to a house 
where I was the only child— It was much different, so I lived like a princess for a 
year and a half.  Then I returned to my mom and my siblings.  With my cousin— 
I was the only child. And then, uh, we [mom and siblings] moved to 1234 Play 





Junior High when I lived there. See, I lived—I lived like a princess for a year and 
a half. So that was the time that I was with my cousin. So, um, once we moved to 
1131 ABC Street, I attended Joy Elementary and Love Junior High from there.  
Then we moved to, uh, 123 King, where I attended XXXX High School.  I met 
my first boyfriend, and had my first kiss at 14, ninth grade.  Who, uh, also is the, 
uh, father of my first child. But that’s a future reference. However, I had an 
abortion and my mom told the pastor of my church, who later used it to his 
advantage —because she would share with the pastor—what—what was goin’ on. 
And, uh, she may have even needed some financial support— in order to pay for 
it.  Possibly, I don’t know, uh, if that part of it is true. But he [pastor] definitely 
was made aware of it. And, uh, he just made that bonding, uh, period of, uh, you 
know, “You can call me.  You can talk to me.  You can’t be—you have to be 
careful with these boys—out here.  They’ll get you knocked up.”  And—you 
know, “Come to me.” “I will teach you” [referencing her life map] And I guess 
the reason why I did that is because for 10 years I, um, uh, he was probably the 
most influential person in my life durin’ that 10-year period. My mom was a bit 
too trusting—to men, especially our pastor. My mom did have suspicion before 
she passed away, and she spoke to her brother about it.  Matter of fact, I didn’t 
know it at the time. I didn’t find out ‘til after she had passed away, really ‘til after 
I was incarcerated did I find out that, um, she had actually pressed charges against 
him. She filed charges against him for statutory rape.  And, uh, my uncle went 
down and defended him ‘cuz he didn’t believe that he had, uh, did it. And my 





don’t know.  I guess I felt uncomfortable.  I mean, she [mother] was bein’ put in a 
position where she was tryin’ to, uh, defend me, but I wasn’t even defending 
myself.  I wasn’t even bein’ honest. She didn’t ask me, though. She I—I me—I 
guess she probably assumed enough that, um, I wasn’t gonna admit it, or I don’t 
know.  I don’t know why she didn’t talk to me directly. Um, but I know my uncle 
asked, and I definitely wasn’t gonna tell.  If I w—if I would’ve told anybody it 
probably woulda been her.  Or maybe my sister, or somebody, but— it wouldn’t 
have been my uncle. [Chuckles] I didn’t tell anybody until, uh, when I was about 
25. And that’s when I, um—once I spoke out about it, admitted it, then it was like 
hearing—hearing me say it, it really kinda connected, like, “Somethin’s not 
right.” And I don’t know.  I guess for 10 years of holdin’ it on the inside, and 
keeping it a secret—you just have this fantasy in your head, like, you know, 
whatever you’re doin’ nobody else knows.  But when I actually said it out—and I 
told it to my sisters—two of my sisters at the time—that’s when it first connected 
that this is real. You’ve actually been involved with this man for 10 years. And I 
began to, um, see him differently, see life differently.  I really started beginnin’ to 
question why.  “Why is this happening?  Why are you havin’ a secret relationship 
with him?”  And not only that, “Why are you allowin’ him to influence you— to 
do things that you’ve never even done for yourself.”  Uh, which is the key 
component of why I was incarcerated.  
     Stormy shared how she has always felt alone since she was a child: 
Well, um [laughter] um-it wasn’t-ah—um-I just [pause]—as I-ah-I look back to 





like me doing for me.  Ya know I really didn’t have the guidance.  My mother 
was in-in her addiction and she took care of me, but the-um—her-her new-um 
boyfriend that would become her husband—ya know he was very abusive to her 
and to me.  And it was just us before he came along, so at that time I felt pretty 
good, ya know, but when he came into the picture everything was just totally 
outta whack.  So I-um defended for myself, I defended her— and-um, and he 
ended up-um going a little too far and I lost her when I was 12— so again, 
especially after that, I just didn’t see much hope in anything.  I had no clue what 
I’m—what I was going to do or anything.  I just didn’t have any clue at all.  I was 
just there and-um well I went to live with my aunt and my uncle in Clarksville, 
Tennessee, from L.A., cuz I grew up in Los Angeles—- and-um then I was sent to 
Clarksville, Tennessee— Yes, [laughter] a huge difference.  It’s like two worlds 
different— but-um and there it was okay.  Ya know they took well care of me, 
helped me with my homework and it was seeming like almost a normal family— 
and—um ya know I went to school.  I was doin’ okay, but-um [sigh] I was-um ya 
know, an angry little girl— so I had already, ya know just anybody that—I guess 
you—I had a tea-—I-I remember I had a reading teacher and she was very 
understanding to-to me—with me and to me.  And-um, and then she went 
somewhere and next thing we have another teacher and I won’t forget his name—
Mr. Brown.  But anyway-um, he was very different towards me and that was—it 
was just like— He didn’t give me a chance.  It was hard for me to read, to really 
understand.  I really wasn’t there cuz it had just happened.  I was in the sixth 





April so then we had vacation.  Then I was in the sixth grade— In an- [laughter] I 
know—exactly, in another city and just—state.  Yeah, like 25,000—or 2,500 
miles away [laughter]— and-um-and I was just not—so anybody being, ya know 
like—that I would feel some just aggressiveness.  I would get angry and just—so 
I ended up—that’s when I started going and getting into trouble, as I vandalized 
his room—in the sixth grade. And yeah, I was just—felt mistreated and—like it 
wasn’t fair for him to [sigh] speak to me that way [laughter].  Ya know so—  I 
[pause] remember [pause] I was just—I was angry so when that happened—and 
then we got in trouble the next day.  They called us.  I didn’t feel guilty.  I felt 
maybe that he deserved it—I was just angry at life. 
     Now with my mom and my stepdad, I mean they had a child—my-my-my 
sister, Marci, and I took care of her.  Cuz my mom—she was there but she wasn’t, 
like I said— so I took care of Marci and Marci—I was-I’m like eight years older 
than her—  cuz I was 12.  She was 3-ah when my mom passed.  Her dad, my 
stepdad took her—that’s her dad. And, but we-we have a good relationship by far, 
ya know.  Um, she sends me pictures of my mom and— that she finds and she’ll 
scan ’em and send ’em— and so ya know we—it’s-it’s good communication now. 
When we split up after my mom passed, we lost touch. Yeah, until-um—yeah.  I 
guess her dad thought maybe I would tell her the truth—but I don’t ever feel like I 
am ever going to tell her. That’s—she lost her mom.  I don’t want her to think that 
she loses her dad too. It’s hard enough for her already—just by the comments that 
I see on Facebook—so [sigh] um, but I went on and I went into-um—during those 





drinkin’ in a very young age.  I was like—I was 11 going to clubs in California.  
My friends were 14, 15, and 16— so I was drinkin’. I was already—bad with-um 
my mom.  I don’t know if she would care or not, but I would sneak her beer. 
Well— Ummm, I just—a lot of violence.  Just when she passed—ya know like 
cuz I believe I was like 6 when she got with him—and before then I don’t really 
have much memory—very little.  But I remember her and I happy.  Um, I don’t 
have any bad memories before. Ya know-um [pause]—ya know at 6 years old I-I 
made her breakfast.  I re-—that’s a good picture right there cuz I got burnt that 
day [laughter]—  so one of those days, and-um [pause] but when he [Stepdad] 
came in, it’s like that was it. Um, there was a lot of violence.  [sigh] there was a 
lot of-um drugs around.  Um—  In the home—  that—like a lot.  Um, he was a 
distributor—  so, but in not—ya know I would see piles on the—and people 
working— Ummm [exhale of breath and pause] and shootings.  Just—I saw a 
lot— I was 8 when that happened cuz we were watching TV and my mom just got 
my head and pushed it down.  Then she pulled a rifle out the bottom of the couch 
and-and was protecting us and my stepdad on the other side—And at the same 
place where that shooting happened, at that home and I don’t know if my mom 
knew or not—I don’t know.  It-I was asleep and I just woke up with his hand over 
my mouth—and I don’t know.  I just tsuuu—[referencing being raped by stepdad] 
Yeah, and I remember the pain that night.  I remember the pain-um, but I just 
remember wakin’ up to that and- and I didn’t-I didn’t tell her. I was afraid to— 
and-um I was afraida’ him.  Ya know so that’s when that started and I was—I 





even know how I made through—it’s really not too much of a—[sigh] my 
teachers tried to—I went to Lake, California—in Lake Elementary and Lake 
Intermediate and the teacher—I guess he-he tried to talk to me and I dunno’.  I 
guess he saw signs or somethin’ and, but I just never talked and he asked me.  I 
remember he wanted me to go talk to the nurse— and I just didn’t—I was afraid. 
Falling in Love While Loving Dangerously 
     The participants in this study also recognized that their longing for love was a 
distraction in their lives.  According to the participants, their love companions became 
their greatest influencers of criminal behavior.  The women described their love life as a 
void that needed to be filled. They needed to be appreciated and needed at that time in 
their life.  Rockie expressed her boyfriend’s influence not only with criminal behavior but 
the introduction of drug abuse as well:  
And then I got a boyfriend.  And I got introduced to drugs, and I liked the way 
that drugs made me feel.  They made me feel good on the inside, and they made 
me feel good about myself.  Uh, at first, I started off just doin' recreation, gettin' 
high.  And then I got to the point where I needed it.  I got introduced to cocaine, 
and I liked it, and I started snortin' it.  We all were snortin' it at first.  And then I 
got introduced. 
     My boyfriend and other friends.  We would have card parties.  And when the 
kids were gone on weekends, you know, we will snort it, a little coke.  And for a 
while, it was okay, and then I got to wanting more and more coke.  So that let me 
know that I had an addictive personality.  Never been a big drinker, but I liked the 





cocaine by some friends, and um, didn't get anything the first couple of times I 
tried it.  And uh, I tried it again, and I got that rush.  And uh, it was like a feeling 
I've never had before, and I liked it.  And I kept sneaking smoking it, and I got 
addicted to it.  And that's when all the jail started 
Um, I wasn't working.  My boyfriend was and um, I would take his checks.  And I 
would write checks or I would go to the bank and get money and spend it on 
drugs.  I would hide out for three, four days at a time, stayin' gone.  And when we 
broke up, my kids went out to my mom's house, my boys did.  My daughter 
stayed with her father and his new wife.  And she eventually went out there, um.  
I started writing so many checks until I had to start goin' to court for 'em.  I would 
get locked up for writing checks, stole checks from my mother.  I went to jail for 
that for 30 days. 
     Then they finally sent me—I had a probation officer.  And, they sent me to a  
long-term treatment facility.  And after 3 months, I thought I was okay and I  
could leave.  But she told me I had to stay there for 6 months.  So I did my 6  
months, and I did change.  And I got out, and um, I went to this treatment center,  
JACOA, Joyful Area Counsel on, um, Alcoholism.  And uh, I worked there as a  
technician.  And a counseling position came open, and it was offered to me.  I did  
that for a year.  And I guess I never really found a balance, and I wasn't taking  
care of me.  I wasn't going to meetings, and uh, I relapsed. 
     So I ended up losing that job.  And then I started back writing checks.  Checks 





sleep with different men and stuff, although I have did that.  But the more checks 
I could write, and people started giving me their checks and their checkbooks. 
How I first started writing checks um, my boyfriend.  I wrote a check.  I took his  
checks to the bank and um, they let me cash it.  And I saw that that was a way that  
I could support my drug habit.  So I just started writin' checks.  If I could steal a  
checkbook, I would.  Um, you know, but those checks landed me in jail.  I would  
go to jail for 30 days, 20 days.  And uh, I would write the judge letters.  And  
when I'd go before him, he would ax me did I get somebody to write these letters  
for me.  And I told him no.  I told him I wrote them myself.  And he said, “Well, I  
don't understand why somebody with as much sense as you have would do this.”  
But it, it wasn't me; it was the drugs, you know. 
     Gazelle offered a similar story that depicted being negatively influenced by love: 
Uh… it was at this age that I met Jay who was 15—when I was 15. Uh, he’s  
significance because I had, uh, an abortion when I was 15, and that was  
Jay’s child. So, uh, there starts the dark period of my life.  Have an abortion  
at 15.  Really did not understand, uh, what I had just done, but it was done  
nevertheless.  And I went through a period of, um, not really bein’ clear on male  
relationships.  Here you see it’s from 15 to 25.  This just represents a total of a   
10-year period where, um, the man in my life— Yeah, myself and the pastor of  
my church. I think at this point—in hindsight, lookin’ back, um, well I had been a  
member of the church since I was, like, 5 years old.  So I definitely respected,  
honored, and adored my pastor.  But I think at this point of realizin’ that at 15 I  
had to have an abortion—I think at that point he realized I wasn’t, uh, innocent—  





as he told me at that time, at 15, he wanted to teach me how to be a woman, “what  
you need to know,” and things like that. So, uh, I guess he took it upon himself to  
guide me in all things that women should understand at 15. So that’s how that  
influen—influential relationship started.  Uh, now, there are some other events t 
hat happened durin’ this period.  ‘Cuz I just took this block to represent a full 10- 
year period. So, uh, my husband, uh, that I met when I, uh, I was 21, and I think I  
was probably 22 when we got married. And durin’ that time that I met him, the  
pastor was not—we were not directly involved.  And it was probably a year and a  
half of gap where we were not, um, intimate, or, uh, I was kinda distant from the  
church somewhat. Now, how did he come back into the picture?  Well, durin’ the  
time that I got engaged, you know, I’m startin’ to think, like, uh, “I’m becomin’  
a wife,” so I tried to think about settlin’ my life down. So, uh, my first instinct  
was to go back to church. And I don’t know why, uh, now, I didn’t seek to choose  
another church, but it is the church I had known since I was 5 years old. So it  
was, like, both of us was pretending that we were just gonna move on with life,  
and whatever happened in the past was the past—you just have this fantasy in  
your head, like, you know, whatever you’re doin’ nobody else knows.  But when I  
actually said it out—and I told it to my sisters—two of my sisters at the  
time—that’s when it first connected that this is real. You’ve actually been  
involved with this man for 10 years“— to do things that you’ve never even done  
for yourself.” And I began to, um, see him differently, see life differently.  I really  
started beginnin’ to question why.  “Why is this happening?  Why are you havin’  






influence you—“to do things that you’ve never even done for yourself.” Uh,  
which is the key component of why I was incarcerated.  
     And you see here, my job [referencing her life map]. And you see the money?  
That embodies the key influence of why I was incarcerated.  I embezzled, um,  
money from my job, which at the gas station. And, um, he—the pastor, was  
the influence to do so. And so he came to me one day.  I was at work, and he said   
he had a vision.  And in this vision I was just bringin’ him, uh, all this money.  He  
said it had to be, like, $75,000. And so I don’t know how long it was between the  
first $800 and the second time, but he was insistin’ that me bein’ suspended, and  
it happenin’ the way it happened was God working.  And everything that he said  
was, in fact, true, and there was a way.  In the same way I adjusted would be the  
way that we would get the money. And, um—and so he just insisted, “You have  
got to just step out on faith and try it.” So he insisted that I just try it,  
and so I tried, and it—one step at a time, $1,000.  Another step, $5,000.  Another  
step, $10,000, then $10,000, then $15,000. And it was, like, every time. And I was  
bein’ audited by the supervisor. [Chuckles]  Oh gosh, and him.  But, um, I didn’t  
even know how much money I was givin’ him.  Because each time it was, like, a  
isolated time each time. Initially it started off $1 to $5,000.  But, um, it totaled  
$129,500 is what—- my, uh, is what— they totaled when they caught and  
charged me. 
     Stormy described how her unhealthy influencer was once the love of her life: 
I became involved with this guy—P, the new guy—and-ah my aunt wanted  
me to help him get us a cell phone or somethin’—I don’t-I don’t—to translate.   





eat.  It was him and his cousin and me and so we went and [pause] ya know, so he  
ended up, ya know giving—put-ya know givin’ me the stars and the moon and  
blah, blah, blah.  And I’m thinking, “Well, I’m pregnant.  I don’t wanna be  
alone,” ya know— I got with him and-and he bought me a house right off—for  
the baby’s room.  We had big stuff, ya know—but he was the one that was takin’  
it to my aunt—he was distributing drugs—Yes.  I’m like, “That’s what you do  
with this box coming in and out?”  [Laughter] Um-and okay, and I just started  
learning it.  Ya know before I saw it, I—I didn’t know what it was.  I, ya know—I  
mean I knew but I didn’t.  I wouldn’t know what to do with it—but now, ya  
know I’m even learning this and that.  It’s kind of just this whole different world  
and—and I saw how he was livin’ and everything and, “Well, this’ll be good—a  
house for my kids.” And I’m like, “Okay,” and I started learning to trade  
[distribute drugs] myself.  I met people and [sigh] so I go for a trip to Texas and  
that’s the first time I get in trouble—and so after a year, but-um-so that’s what  
I—he put a high bond-bond on me and I-I got out on my bond, but I didn’t go  
back [laughter] cuz it-they-they wanted to give me 2 years.  So I just kept  
goin’—and I just kept runnin’ and [sigh] um-but this-that same guy that had—I  
was still with him.  But like when the baby was about a year or so or [pause]  
somethin’ my oldest son had told me—well, he didn’t tell me.  He told his dad  
and grandma when he went to them— Um, that my boyfriend had touched him— 
[Exhale of breath] I’m like, “[Sigh] okay.”  Ah [pause] so I find this out and like  
I took off and went to my Mexico. I haven’t seen him since. My son-he’s doing  
good right now.  He’s—ya know he’s been—we talked about it a long time ago  





when he went with his dad.  So [sigh] but he’s actually okay [sigh]. Yeah, and – 
um—so that was [pause] oh, so I just kept goin’ and took over everything—there,  
from his clients and everything, so I kept it goin’— and-um [pause] when I  
was—just kept runnin’ and then I—in those years, so I don’t have both boys with  
me and I’m tryin’ to make it and— um-so then-and that’s how I’m makin’ it and  
then I just—I-I got more into my addiction and everything to alcohol— and then  
I started into-um—I had already tried coke one time and I didn’t like it.  I had  
already tried crack one time and I didn’t like, but this last—the last time I tried it  
again, I got hooked. 
Living Immorally While Awakening Spiritually  
     The participants in this study did not associate education with moral conduct.  
However, previous research studies depict a positive correlation between recidivism rates 
and education (Hrabowski & Robbi, 2002).  It has also been believed that college-level 
coursework improves cognitive thinking skills, analytic abilities, and critical thinking, 
factors that are significant deterrents to breaking the law (Hrabowski & Robbi, 2002).  
However, the perceptions of the participants in this study differ. None of the participants 
associated education with good decision-making or critical thinking skills.  Instead, each 
participant portrayed spiritual awareness and development as the foundation for their 
non-law-breaking behaviors.  All of the women participated in faith-based programs or 
activities while incarcerated at Milestone Correctional Center and discerned their 
involvement as positive experiences. All three participants indicated how faith-based 
programs helped them to love, share their joy, and forgive.  Spiritual awareness and 
development were perceived as characteristics to changing their behavior, not education. 





Rockie expressed how her spirituality led her to end her drug habit and changed her  
mindset in a positive way: 
I—yeah, I was tired, and it was time to get it [serve her time] over with. Because I  
knew I had violated, and I knew—I didn't have that much time to do.  I thought  
maybe a year.  But I went back to prison and this time, I ended up going to  
Nashville.  And uh, I can say that was the hardest time that I ever did in my life.   
Um, I felt like I was about to lose my mind. I didn't feel like I could make it.  And  
I was layin' in my cell one night cryin' and uh, I just got on my knees and prayed  
and axed God to just take the desire and the taste of crack cocaine away from me.   
And I told Him if He did that, I told Him with His help, I felt like I can do the  
rest, and He did.  Um, I started axin' God to reveal things to me, and He did  
instantly.  He started to show me things, and my mind just started to change.  Um,  
that was back in 2007. My drug journey, Oh God lasted for about ten years or  
maybe more.  When I started yeah, my kids were about, uh, my oldest was about  
13 and my youngest, I think she was about 8, 9 years old. And uh, it lasted for  
about—I'm gonna say about ten years or maybe more, it lasted. 
     Well, I thought about my life before I got released.  And I thought about what I  
was gonna do and how I was gonna do it.  So before I got released, I started to, 
um, make goals, short-term goals and long-term goals.  And um, I decided not to  
get out and tell people, “Well, I'm gonna this and I'm gonna do that.”  I just got  
out.  I found me a job.  I was still livin' with my mother.  And um, I started  
working.  For the first year out I didn't go anywhere.  I went to church.  I went to  
work. I worked for a hotel.  And um, anywhere else that I went, I went with my  





'em.  I didn't feel like I was ready.  So my second year of being out, I started to  
venture out some, started goin' places with my friends, and started goin' places by  
myself.  And uh, I decided that I was ready to get my own place.  But the thing is  
about gettin' my own place was I was scared.  I was scared that I couldn't make it. 
I took—it took a lotta encouragement.  My friends encouraged me a lot.  My  
family encouraged me a lot, uh, because every—all of the furniture and stuff that  
that I had, I bought from someone.  And uh, I didn't accumulate bills.  So my first  
year there, I started to get comfortable, and uh, those long-term goals that I had  
set back in prison, um, one of 'em was to do a family cruise with my family  
because they always went on cruises.  And I was supposed to do that by 2011.   
Well, it ended up being in 2012—but I did it.  You know, I was just a year late.  I  
completed all of my short-term goals. Uh, you know, my first short-term goal was  
to get a job.  The second was to stay sober. And then uh, the third, it was to be  
helpful to my family the way they had helped me. 
     Gazelle believed that her faith has been the most positive awakening and alluded  
to her increasing knowledge in the ways of God: 
I began to question a lot, and because it (my criminal behavior) just didn’t  
make sense.  You know, even coming out of my own mouth it was like this just  
don’t make sense. Something not right.  And so I began to listen to, uh—what is  
his name?  Um, XX church preach—pr—preacher…. And so I started to listen to  
him, and he was very angry, and he was speaking out about it, so I began to feel  
more and more something ain’t right.  You know, this is just not right.  It’s not  
right for me to have been in this church and all this stuff is going on.  So it caused  





that’s not the way God intended it to be.  So it caused me to consider, okay, well  
how does God intend for it to be?  And I probably would have went to his church,  
but it just didn’t work out that way, but he was the cause of my awakening.  And  
when my husband and I reunited I started going to his church, which he’s  
Catholic so we went to the Catholic church, and I went —‐ much, and it was like a  
quiet time. Because it was nothing I was really getting and growing from, but at  
least I wasn’t dealing with the foolishness.  So it was kind of like I guess you  
would say a spiritual fasting, you know, or detoxing.  I would say detoxing would  
be better, more appropriate, because I wouldn’t really get bad anything, but I  
wasn’t—I was releasing over what I had been fed, because I was set in an  
environment that was different.  So I—all the stuff that I had growed up with was  
being released, you know, basically cleansing out.  And I stayed with that for  
probably a year before, uh, it was my husband who was watching television  
one night after Soul Train, and there was this preacher on the TV, and my  
husband is so not into that type of jargon.  
     He’s not used to all that, but he was well connected, so I was like, “Who is this  
preacher that got his attention?”  It was, uh, who my current pastor, Bishop XXX  
of West TN Temple.  And so, uh, I had not even heard of him before  
or—once I saw the broadcast, cuz I’m usually not even up that late, but once I  
saw it I started paying attention and he was on, uh—he still is on the radio.  Uh, I  
think the channel was 990 but not, uh, Hallelujah FM.  I listened to the broadcast  
and started listening to it, so I visited once, and then I ended up joining, and I’ve  





know what?  I—and that’s the message that I got, and it was like right after I had  
became a member of there.  He preached the message on the fruits of the Spirit,  
and it was such a necessary message for me, because even though I was still  
exercising my trust in God, I lacked a lot of understanding, and that particular  
message that he preached on the fruits of the Spirit really helped me distinguish  
how I had the experience.  Cuz see, people can say well he wasn’t no real man of  
God anyway, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, and I even said, but I had an experience  
of being in this  church for years watching him lay hands on people and heal  
them, watching him.  So it’s like okay, Lord, I get that he wasn’t true to his  
calling, but what about all this that I saw? What about all this that I witness? And  
he—he healed people, and he went to the hospital when people were sick, and I  
just don’t understand, and so that man’s just preaching about the fruits of the  
Spirit really honed into and it brought back a scripture in the Bible where God  
talks about he gives his gifts without repentance.  In other words, he called  
this man to preach, and his gifts that he got for healing and preaching was a gift  
from God. The fact that he didn’t use it that way or stay true to his calling, that is  
where his fruits of the Spirit wasn’t there. There’s gifts of the Spirit, which comes  
from God without repentance, and then there’s fruits of the Spirit that’s our  
choices that we live out every day.  And I was like, I so get it.  I so get it.  It’s like  
even in—even with us, you know, when I was a little girl God had a purpose for  
my life. I realized that throughout my life I made a lot of choices to deny or dis— 
or would technically disqualify  me from them choices, but God has not changed  
his mind at all.  The same success story that God wrote out for me before I came  





     Stormy believed that her participation in the faith-based program while in prison has  
had a significant impact on her life:  
And what I did there (prison)—they have—at the, ya know the church service—  
There was a group a ladies that were called-ah the Sisters of X— 
and the-the Sisters of X are the ones to set the—it’s like what you do, ya  
know—you’re do-you’re-you’re—that’s-um—you’re an example—so you cannot  
be with other girls.  You cannot cuss. You cannot do this.  You cannot do that,  
and I’m okay with it, ya know? - and-and ya know-um—and even—it was—from  
the other inmates in my pod—where I was—they were, “Oh, hey it’s almost time  
for your little meeting.” [Laughter]  I’m like, “Oh, thanks.”…The way I see it  
now is that everything that has happened, whether it be [laughter] ya know a  
painful or a happy—in some I have been molded into who I am today.  I can see  
things through a different set of eyes—- than just, ya know a hurt person, but I  
can also see others around me as well.  Ya know and how they have been  
affected—and the way that one can break a cycle— is by being—bettering—it’s  
like having something in-in-in sight and something where you can see that  
progress— and-and that completing something. I began to feel good about myself  
at that time and got involved in more programs that would benefit me in a positive  
way. Well, at the prerelease-um, I wasn’t able to do anything at the—well, at-the- 
ah-at-the processing-ah place where I was processed and you’re just— there, but  
when I was transferred to the-um-the pre-release facility— they had classes.  Ah- 
they had life-skill classes. They had accounting classes and they had some kind of  
like writing class— English class—something like that— and I took all of ’em.  I  
wanted to do [laughter] all of ’em. Ya-ya know and—because it can help me out  





you’ve— taken these and ya know, granted that, ya know they’re gonna wanna  
know where, but—so that was awesome and I started learning about all this and  
the life skills and-um—just in different projects how they would have us and—  
put us in groups and talk to each other and help each other out and I really liked  
that— and so-um I wanted to keep goin’ and so I was-um—[pause] I can see  
myself goin’ back. Even when I got my certificate—I had a certificate— of  
completion— from all three of them and— it was like, “Wow!”  
     However, the participants’ educational journeys did represent happy times in their 
lives and were very important to each of the participants’ families. Rockie described her 
educational pathway as follows: 
Going back I loved it, I loved school, I loved doin' the work. Uh, it just makes me 
feel good to know that I've accomplished something, and I'm still accomplishing 
something you know.  I'm not sure that I won't go back when I finish.  
Uh, you know, I like school…. You know, and I just felt like going to school  
would give me an opportunity to do something.  I like helping people.  I am a  
people's person…. And um, I just felt like getting in that [sociology] field would  
give me the opportunity to maybe help somebody, you know.  I've done my job.  
You can't help everybody, but if I can just help one person, you know— 
[referencing her life map] This is a book. And I went to this school called Higher  
College. I kept seein’ it on TV. And I called and inquired about it. That’s when I  
got my associate’s. Yeah.  This is me finishin’ school. Proudest day of my life.  
And this is me praisin’ God 'cause— without him, I couldn't have got it. So, after  
gettin’ this associate’s degree, I had resumes in Nashville, Memphis, none in  





     College was a normal thing for my family. I come from a family that, uh, my  
sister went to college.  Uh, I come from a family of nurses, teachers, lawyers,  
doctors, and I just wanted,  I, just—it was something in me that just wanted more.   
And uh, I just wanted to do something with my life.So, I thought about goin’ back  
to school.  So I decided to go back to school— to pursue my bachelor’s in  
psychology—this represents the bachelor’s in psych—workin’ on the bachelor’s  
in psychology.  I started December 31st at  MiracleUniversity. And so far, um—I  
decided to take two classes at one time.  Big mistake.  Didn’t know it, but I made  
it through those two classes with an A and a B. And, um—but towards the end of  
‘em I knew that I was gonna have to cut back, so I’m takin’ just one class now.   
See, if I could have continued this, I would've graduated next September. But I  
just—I couldn't keep doin’ it and work too 'cause my grades were gonna start to  
suffer because I have a lot of homework. So, now I’m takin’ one class.  I graduate  
in September 2016. And I’m— gonna have my bachelor’s. You know, when I got  
my Associate’s, I told myself, “Ooh, I’m not goin’ back to school anymore.”  But  
then I went back because I found that I actually liked school. I see my future as  
workin’ for somebody in some facility, workin’ with people, tryin’ to help people,  
with the possibility of goin’ back, gettin’ my master’s.  It’s in the back of my  
head. I just haven’t made the decision to do it yet, but I’m thinkin’ about it. 
     Gazelle pointed out how her mom was the biggest supporter of education and shared  
how it became a badge of honor for her:  
Initially it [school] was important to my mother, and uh, when I graduated high  
school I graduated pregnant. And um, the first fall semester I did not attend over  





she made sure I had filled out my application and started school. That was so  
important for her that I went to school to college, and I did. When my mom  
passed, my number 1 motivation force for school was gone…. And um, I just  
wasn’t prepared.  You know?  She was the rock and then our family was—cuz I  
was an adult.  I did go back to school, I did graduate from college, and I got my  
first job, uh, my first good job, my Monday through Friday, weekends off, you  
know… Um, but it was education.  It was the fact that I had graduated.  You  
know?  I had something to say that I can pull it here, and that was really key  
because, um—actually it was the employment placing through the school that we  
got the job, so. So that education was definitely key, and going back to school  
gave me the confidence to even apply for the job the gas station, because it didn’t  
require you to have management experience, but I felt like I was smart enough to  
learn— you know, the role, and I did pretty good.  I graduated at the top of my  
management class. I out beat that, uh, little young white guy that got his  
bachelor’s in Florida. And I got promoted in my first six months.  So I mean,  
things were really looking up.  Like I said, I’d always thought that I would  
achieve a lot.  You know, I had the ambition to do it.  I had the confidence in my  
abilities to do it, so—And I think that probably came before I even went to prison.   
It was like, you can—you are too smart to be that damn dumb [Laughter]. You  
really are too smart to be that dumb.  Uh, but you know how they say book sense  
is not necessarily common sense. Book sense is not necessarily common sense,  
and it dang sure ain’t street sense. And, uh, it’s not gang sense at all.  So I mean,  
you got several, uh, denominations of intelligence.  You’ve got book sense.  You  





dealing with a person who had pure game, and you have to be the type of  
person you got—what they say, it take game to recognize game. But if you don’t 
have no game, you know, like my pastor say, “To the pure, all things are pure.” If  
you’re pure and you’re not deceitful and trying to do things, you don’t even  
realize that you’re being duped by somebody who is deceitful and will say  
anything to get what they want.  So, uh, I had to learn.  I gained quite a bit of  
intelligence across the board.  [Laughter] So now I got, uh, game sense.  I got  
book sense, common sense, street sense, and game sense. 
     Stormy expressed how obtaining her education has given value to her life:  
I-ummm didn’t graduate high school—I moved in with another friend of mine and  
her mom used—ah-knew me really good and knew my aunt really good, so she let  
me live there with her— and then, ya know she said, “Well, why don’t you go  
back to school.  You can live here with me and don’t worry about anything.” Um,  
I was 18, so-um she let me—I live there.  I went back to school.  I talked to the  
school and that lady talked to the school and-um, and so they let me go back.   
And so I was taking—I was going to school again and then [pause] I finished  
off— the 11th grade.  No, I didn’t finish the 11th grade.  They were gonna let me  
graduate with my class— even though I had missed.  They were—they let me— 
say okay, in other words go over my—even though I missed— I can start where  
I— will be where everybody is— if I just, ya know do good— and I can graduate  
and they gave me that opportunity.  But [sigh] I went for a while and then I  
just—I hooked up with somebody.  This time it was a boy and we moved in  
together and I just didn’t go back to school and that was it. When—then [laughter]  





oh, ya know—I can’t, so then-um when I got with my—then I got into another  
relationship and I ended up getting pregnant and— and [pause] I became scared  
and I—what am I gonna do?  And I had seen that nobody wants to hire you if you  
don’t have a high school diploma and— kinda’ like I got clarity there for a minute  
and so I told my boyfriend that I’m—I wanna do something like school.  How do  
I get back to school?  Can I go back to high school or something?   
     And a friend of mine, the same friend that I moved [laughter] out—she was in  
this program to—you can go every day— Monday through Friday.  You have a  
certain day.  You be there every day.  Every Friday you get a paycheck— for  
going to school and you— and they pay you and we got our little $16.50 every  
week— and-um and I took my GED test. And then from there I felt really good—  
and so then I-um-I began working and thinking about going to school—going to  
college now—and um…. 
     I started going to college and I was goin’ for paralegal—cuz I—back then I  
was-he [aunt’s boyfriend] was also an immigration attorney—- and I-I liked the— 
getting into, ya know, peoples’ rights that, ya know the Hispanics still have  
rights— and whether they have papers or not, and then I started learning about the  
immigration laws and I was just gettin’ all this stuff and I was just lovin’ it.  And  
that’s what I wanna do and I started goin’ to college in-um Nashville—- and  
everything was goin’ okay.  It’s like, “Okay, here we go,” ya know?  And-um  
[sigh]—then I got into another relationship and I-um-I became pregnant and—  
when I went back, I started college and I received my little—my certificate.  I’m  






goin’- and not in just my bachelor’s.  I-I still have—I’m goin for my master’s  
and— It’s just such a good feelin’ when you complete school. 
Protecting While Neglecting 
     Participants were ashamed of being mothers and incarcerated.  They did not view their 
crimes as cruel activities against society.  Instead, they viewed their crimes as mistakes or 
bad choices that could have happened to anyone. The participants shared how they were 
ashamed of themselves for not being role models, especially neglecting their own 
children, and for not living up to the expectations of what it means to be college 
educated. They also shared their fear of being rejected by society and family members 
not only because of the stigma that is placed on convicted felons, but also because of 
their own thinking, criminal behaviors, and the way they previously perceived convicted 
felons. When asked how their incarceration experience affected them as “mothers”, 
Rockie shared her feelings: 
Well, I had a lotta guilt, a lot of guilt about how I did my children and what my 
children had to go through because of me.  Because see, if I'm gonna be 
completely honest with you, during that addiction time, I stole a lotta stuff from 
my children, their gaming systems, you know, to get high, and uh—My kids were 
teenagers during those time. 
     That’s me bein’ sad [referencing her life map]. Because my father drunk all  
the time, and when he got drunk, he would say ugly things to me. And, that’s a  
wedding ring.  I got married, and that allowed me to get away from home, and I  
was so glad.  And that’s my husband. And so, after I got married, I had another  





this time.  And then, uh, 2 years after Tim, I got pregnant again with my daughter,  
Stacy. And me and my husband were havin’ problems during this time, when I  
got pregnant with her.  So, down here is five of us, but he’s x-ed out. That’s my  
ex-husband. Because at this time, we get a divorce, you know, 'cause we are not  
just together all the way, anyway. So, I met a man. That’s my boyfriend. And so, I  
stayed with my boyfriend for 14 years. Well, this is when I was introduced to  
crack. Down here, you see my mother and my sisters. And I was so thankful and  
happy to have them in my life because they took care of my children when I was  
in jail. They took care of my kids while I was in jail— between them and my  
boyfriend, but mainly them. And he would come over and help out with the  
children.  
     Gazelle expressed sadness for not being there physically during some of the precious  
moments in her children’s lives because of incarceration. She shared how her conviction  
still affects her children today. 
Uh, well it is still affecting me.  When I was, uh, incarcerated I had a young child  
who was 2 weeks old at the time I was incarcerated, and she spent her first year  
of life without her mother.  That has, uh, direct emotional effects on her.  She  
would definitely be my most emotional child, or emotionally unstable, if you  
would. A child—it’s clearly distinctive, more so than any other children. Because  
of that key time period in her life.  It just, um—I mean, it’s just—it was several  
different emotions went through me.  Uh, Number 1 I felt like there’s nothing  
you can do to prepare them for that, cuz of course we talked about the fact that I  
wouldn’t be, uh, around as much.  So it’s like no amount of conversation you  





reality of day in, day out they’re coming home and mom’s not there. And then,  
too, your family may not have the tools to cope in such a situation.  You know,  
obviously, um,  my husband at the time communicated with them effectively  
to say, “No, your mom would never abandon you, blah, blah, blah.”  You know,  
or nothing he could say would soothe that.  You know, you just—you’re just ill  
equipped, you know, in order to—how each person in your family is gonna  
emotionally adjust to that. Cuz it’s they live their life every single day, and there’s  
events in their life all throughout the day, and you are not there to support,  
encourage, or protect them from any of it— Um, uh, I don’t know if my children  
have confidence that I won’t leave them—Uh, I don’t know if they have that  
fully.  It’s been a long time that I haven’t had to really worry about that, but I am  
still on probation, and uh, it’s not something we talk about a lot, but they do know  
that there is something that their mother did in the past that could get her in  
trouble any day. I have talked with them. They are fully aware.  They don’t all— 
they don’t fully understand that, and they’ve asked me questions from time to  
time.  Sometimes it’ll just come to them and they’ll say, “But mom, what did you  
do?  Why did you steal that money again?”  You know, it’s like they’re trying to  
process this. 
     Stormy shared a similar view and expressed guilt for not being present in her  
children’s lives while she was incarcerated: 
Ah, guilty— Uh huh, guilty cuz-um be-—when I was incarcerated I had time to,  
ya know, to reflect on a lotta things and just look back and-and to-um even what  
happened with my son—my oldest.  And my youngest being ill too, at the very  





time— Ummm, when I see somethin’ my kids are goin’ through or why my son  
doesn’t understand some things and things that happen to him — Like, ya know  
he’s doin’ good, but just life—why are people—like they’re so rude and just—  
and I’m like I know and-and-and my girls— I’m teaching them differently, you  
know? — I’m there though. I am there. I wasn’t in the first 10 years of their lives,  
but— they’ve been with me for a year-and-a-half now so— They were with my  
dad— and my stepmom—um ya know I still—I-I-I do have that guilt sometimes  
and even when my girls are acting out, I feel at fault that if I would’ve been there  
and guided them from the very beginning, they wouldn’t be so confused about  
stuff now.  Like why I don’t let them do this and why I don’t let them do that and  
a lot of it—I can see some of my stuff.  “Don’t wear that because they’re  
gonna check you out from your toes on up,” ya know— and I’m thinkin’ about—  
what happened to me (being raped). and they’re like, “[Sigh] It’s no big deal.”   
I’m like, “It is,  When you don’t think,” and sometimes I do feel like maybe I- 
it’s too much— but it’s not too much to me [laughter]. I’m overprotective. 
     When asked how their children view or cope with their incarceration experienced, 
Rockie shared her experience: 
So my children were angry with me for a long time.  Um, they would talk to me 
and they would be around me, but they were angry with me.  And um, I held onto 
that guilt for a long time until, um, it was eatin' me up, until I just—I had to let it 
go.  I did it, and I acknowledged it, and I accepted the responsibility.  And I told 
my kids that I was sorry.  You know, but I, I tried to explain to them that it was 





to have something to trade if I didn't have money.  They eventually—they forgave 
me.  I have a good relationship with 'em now, with all of 'em. 
     Oh, man, let me see.  I know I went to jail about 10 times.  And then one time 
the judge just got kinda tired of me, and she sent me to jail—she sent me to 
prison, so—for 2 years.  Plus I had another case pending and— All of my times 
has been for forgery. I definitely was not there for my children.  If it wasn’t for 
my mother and sister, I don’t know where they would be—but God. And even 
when I stopped writing checks, I still abandoned them. And eventually I started 
back getting high.  I didn't write any more checks after that. Um, and I, I started 
meeting guys that was truckers and—because truckers had a lotta money then.  
And um, I used to travel with them. Because it took me outta town. And if I was 
outta town, I didn't use.   
     So it, it kinda—they kept me clean.  And every so often, I would come home, 
but whenever I came home, I would—what I would do was I would stack my 
money and save my money that they gave me so when I came home, I had enough 
money.  I had plenty money so I could get high.  And I would stay at home for 
about a month before I would go back.  I'd call 'em and tell 'em I'm ready to go 
back on the road with 'em.  And so I would get high, but during all of that time, I 
still on, on, uh, parole. But I still was not with my children when I came home. I 
understand why they were angry with me and I accepted the responsibility to re-
gain their trust. 
     Gazelle expressed her children’s anger for her absence in their lives and how she had  





Now I had, um, my oldest daughter was 8 years old at the time, so she was still  
very young, and it was definitely a year of her not having her mom and very  
difficult and emotional for her, but nowhere near the effects it’s had on her  
younger sister. Um, it was a year of missing her mom, but she had a very strong  
connection and relationship before that, and we’ve of course been able to  
reestablish that, but um, it’s just totally different with my second child. And my  
other children, they realize that this is a reality in our life, and even once when I  
had to be, uh, incarcerated for 4 weeks, the majority of the other ones were there 
and present.  And I can remember so distinctly of being picked up and  
getting into the car and they were like, “Mom, we were so mad at you.  Why do  
you leave us like that?”  And they didn’t even really want to hug me like that,  
because they felt like I had just betrayed them, you know, left them hanging.  And  
they were really young, and of course they wouldn’t even remember saying it at  
this point, but it was a very real emotion of how they felt at that time. 
     I’m overprotective of my oldest daughter cause’ of my experience with the 
pastor.  Um, I definitely, uh, protected her and, uh, she had her first six dates  
chaperoned, and I told her, uh, she didn’t understand why I was having her, and  
her friend didn’t understand, but I said, “Here’s the deal.  Sex cannot be an  
option.  If you can successfully have six dates with sex not being an option on the  
table, y’all know how to enjoy each other’s company, hold hands or whatever,  
and uh, have that experience without that being an option then you could.”  You  
know?  So that’s the key.  Y’all need to know how to do that, because that cannot  





without that being on the table, and she did.  She had a successful 2-year  
relationship, 2-year, sexless relationship. 
     But luckily for me, my daughter has no attraction to older men, and all of the 
men that she—well, not all, but the three young men she has dated were her own  
age. Two of ‘em in high school and, uh, one who is now a, uh—what do you call  
that—he’s a missionary.  I’m trying to think what is that class or religion that he  
is a part of—Mormon… He’s—she’s dating a Mormon missionary, so she has— 
she has a love chastity belt on her right now, cuz she’s in love with him. And he’s  
on his 2-year mission. [Laughter] So I’m like, cool.  I ain’t gotta worry about  
her. She’ll finish college, no problem.  She’s in her second year of college so I’m  
like loving it, like thank you Jesus that her boyfriend is a Mormon. So, it’s great. 
     Stormy shared how her incarceration experience was confusing to her children.  Her 
children could not understand why she was not physically present and often questioned 
her love for them.  
During my incarceration, my aunt had my older boys. It was over a year because I  
did some time in the county before I pulled—or transferred to—My aunt quit that  
other—and she started workin’ or—well, she’s always been working but she quit  
that other once I went— The first time she did quit.  The second time I got in  
trouble— Well ya know the first time I was incarcerated, it was just, “Okay,” ya  
know they said, “Oh, you’ll just get out and you’ll be okay,” and so I got out and  
everything.  And then the second time, but the third time-um, ya know and-and I  
was out on-on bond— and-um I never went back to my—I went to my first court,  






     I was afraid. I didn’t know how long it would be— and then I didn’t wanna- 
wanna my leave my kids— and because I-I’m-I’m not there, but I’m there  
again—like my mom was there but not really, so here I am.  But it was scary.  
Well, it was—I had just had my second baby. He was like eight months—six  
months— somethin’ like that, the first time I got in trouble— and then again in  
’98— and then the third time-um was here in [sigh]—no, not here.  I ran for 6  
years. Third time was— that’s the one-time I didn’t go back and then in— I had  
the girls in 2001 so then in— I went to turn myself in— I took a bus [laughter]— 
plane out to Texas— and I turned myself in and then-um—I wasn’t in the first 10  
years of their lives [her daughters]. They were with my dad and Stepmom while I  
was incarcerated. They were quite confused as to why I was in and out of their  
lives.  My oldest son suffered the most because he felt at times I didn’t love him  
or want him because I was in and out of his life.  My daughters couldn’t  
understand why their grandparents had to raise them and their mom was alive —  
even though they loved their grandparents to death. 
Chapter Summary 
     The findings in Chapter 4 revealed that the participants did not perceive their 
incarceration as an entirely negative experience, in part because of the opportunities for 
their spiritual growth and life skill improvements offered through various programming 
at Milestone Correctional Center.  The women participated in programs that helped them 
in some area of their life, even if it was outside of academics.  The only perceived 
negative experience of the prison administration from the participants was the unfair 
treatment of the correctional officers and staff.  The women believed that their 





     Data show that the women in this study were not committed to their families or 
community to the extent that it prevented them from breaking the law.  Their lack of 
commitment to their families was developed early in each of their childhoods from not 
feeling loved by their own parents.  The participants’ parental neglect experiences made 
them targets for their love partners, which later became their criminal influencers. The 
data showed that although the participants were college educated and mothers, they had 
no compass for righteous living until they encountered faith-based programs in prison. It 
was also revealed that the participants felt ashamed of being college educated and 
incarcerated. They shared their fear of being rejected by society and family members 
because of being an ex-offender.    
 In examining the data in relation to the concept of the phenomenology theory, the 
data supported its perspective of understanding the essence of shared lived experiences 
amongst the participants.  The data did not fully support the concept of the micro-level 
theory labeling theory in regards to what society labels as a criminal, the poverty-stricken 
and uneducated.  However, it does support the label the participants have today of being 














     This chapter is an analytic discussion of the findings that emerged from the data.  It 
includes a revised conceptual framework as well as implications of how this particular 
population perceives the impact it had on them as mothers as well as college-educated 
females in our society.  Recommendations for future research are included. 
Summary of Study 
     The purpose of this study was to understand how college-educated female offenders 
perceive the catalyst for their life trajectory, future, and family.  Using purposive 
sampling, three college-educated female offenders volunteered to be interviewed for this 
study. Each female participant had to have at least 2 years of college-level education 
from a regionally accredited college or university. Women who attended vocational 
schools were not selected to participate in this study. Using the phenomenology 
approach, data were analyzed for common themes and meanings.  The results of this 
study have the potential to help prison administrators, higher education institutions, the 
legislative body of policymakers, and families of incarcerated mothers determine what is 
influencing the trend toward the incarceration of college-educated women and what this 
mean for the stability of American families. The study was designed to answer the 
following research questions: 
1. What do college-educated females who have been incarcerated perceive as the  
catalyst for their offense? 
2. How do college-educated females who have been incarcerated make sense of  





3.  What expectation do these females hold for their future? 
4.  What impact do these females feel their incarceration has on their own         
     families? 
Major Contributions 
     Through this qualitative analysis, six themes emerged from this research study that 
reflected the participants’ commonalities and shared experiences: (a) learning eloquently 
while living powerlessly, (b) duplicating while breaking the cycle, (c) withholding love 
while providing support, (d) falling in love while loving dangerously, (e) living 
immorally while awakening spiritually, and (f) protecting while neglecting.  The analysis 
of this study revealed three important findings: (1) college-educated women who were 
incarcerated live extreme yet complicated dualities that were not as simple, (2) their 
beliefs that being a mother trumps all of the complications of their lives and, (3) their 
intersection of incarceration and education is not a contradiction of their intelligence but 
is a result of certain circumstances.  
Complicated Dualities of College-Educated Inmates 
      It is obvious from the data analysis that the participants lived extreme dualities that 
were not as simple. Findings of this study showed how the participants found themselves 
being involved in making regretful decisions, which led to criminal activity. While they 
were living dangerously by engaging in criminal behavior, they were either still attending 
college or had completed at least 2 years of college-level coursework from a community 
college or university during that time. They were able to live double lives for years before 





     All of the participants expressed that the distraction that caused their life to spiral was 
their longing for love. Their love companions became their greatest influencers of not 
only criminal behavior but also an introduction to drugs, alcohol, and a dark life style.  
Data expressed how the participants had a need to fill this void since childhood because 
they all felt as the outsider of their families.  They all dealt with having a sense of 
belonging and being loved.  However, their prison experiences made the participants 
realize that they were duplicating the criminal behavior of the “uneducated” in our 
society.  It was at those moments they realized they were being perceived as just another 
criminal that was college educated. Their extreme dualities led their life into destruction 
and away from what was truly important, their children and families who loved them the 
most. 
Motherhood Trumps all Complications 
     There are an increasing number of females incarcerated, which means more mothers 
are being incarcerated than ever. “Maternal incarceration has proven to be more 
damaging to a child than paternal incarceration, which could result in some children 
suffering negative consequences” (Dallaire, 2007, p. 441).  While the effects of 
incarceration can differ among children, the consequences of the loss of their mother due 
to incarceration can be long-lasting trauma for some.  “The absence of a child’s mother 
due to incarceration can cause school problems such as poor grades or instances of 
aggression” (Dallaire, 2007, p.441).  Ultimately, the absence also creates major 
challenges for children and their mothers in reuniting their families after incarceration. 
      Findings from this study depict that the participants felt the most guilt about their 





to their children and living up to the expectation of being college-educated women.  The 
participants expressed sadness for not being there physically during some of the precious 
moments in their children’s lives because of incarceration. Data also showed their fear of 
being rejected by their family members not only because of the stigma that is placed on 
convicted felons, but also because of their own perceptions of criminals.  Participants had 
fear of reuniting with their children after incarceration because of the hurt and 
disappointment they felt for them.  They all shared how their convictions still affect their 
children today and how obtaining their trust is not an easy process. However, the 
participants expressed that their children’s acceptance and love for them as their 
“mothers” trumps all of the complications of their lives.  
Intersection of Incarceration and Education 
     Data from this study did not correlate education with moral behavior, even though 
previous research depicts a positive correlation between recidivism rates and education 
(Hrabowski & Robbi, 2002).  Study after study has demonstrated that higher education 
improves cognitive and critical thinking skills that are significant deterrents to breaking 
the law and cycles of poverty (Hrabowski & Robbi, 2002).  However, none of the 
participants associated education with good decision-making and critical thinking skills. 
Instead, each participant revealed that their spiritual awakening was the foundation for 
their noncriminal behavior. However, education did not prove to be a good substitute in 
its absence. 
     Within this study, each of the female participants participated in faith-based activities 
while incarcerated at Milestone Correctional Center.   It was during those moments that 





the faith-based program helped them learn to love themselves, share their joy, and 
forgive, things they had not achieved prior to incarceration. Their participation in their 
faith-based program was proven to be a definite need and not just a desire.  It was each of 
their spiritual awakening moments that changed their criminal mindset and behavior, not 
education.   
Theoretical Application 
     In the literature review of this study, two theories were mentioned as the theoretical 
framework: the labeling and phenomenology theories. The labeling theory was 
influenced by sociologists Howard Becker and Edwin Lemert. The theory argues that 
criminal behavior is not criminal until it is labeled “criminal.”  When people begin to 
believe the label, labeling theorists argue, it can create more criminal behavior. By 
applying labels to people, and in the process creating categories of crime, these people 
are reinforcing the power structure of society.  The women in this study were asked if 
their family and friends referred them to as the outsider.  All of the participants agreed 
that they all have felt that they were and reflected behaviors of the label of being the 
“outsider” ever since they could remember.  Theoretically, however, the labeling theory 
has little merit for this study, as all of the participants were referred to as the “outsider”.  
However, two of the three participants were repeat offenders in which labeling theory is 
associated with a pattern of criminal behaviors, which had been established by analyzing 
the data in this study. Most theories on criminal behavior were not intended to be 







general, existing research on females and incarceration focused only on the uneducated.   
This study allowed the voice of the college-educated incarcerated female is missing to be 
heard. 
     In examining the data in relation to the concept of the phenomenology theory, the data 
support the notion that these women had shared experiences and commonalities. Data 
show that women in this study described their lives prior to incarceration as financially 
stable yet spiraling out of control mentally. The women had careers and all of them were 
attached to their families.  While all of the women were currently unmarried, each of 
them had a mother, children, and siblings that were present in their lives prior to 
incarceration.  This family cohesion depicts that women were involved with their 
families, which makes community.  For the purposes of this study, the idea that women 
who are attached to their families or community do not break the law was isolated.  
Therefore, the question is, how committed are these women to their families?  The data 
show that the women were not committed to their families to the extent that it prevented 
them from breaking the law. Significant to their lack of commitment was the absence of 
their spiritual beliefs and self-worth that could have deterred them from committing 
criminal behavior.  The data also showed that although the participants were college 
educated and attached to their families to some extent, they had no compass for positive, 
moral living until they encountered the faith-based program in prison.  
Implications 
     The findings of this study have several implications that may be significant.  This 
study definitely has the potential to enrich research literature on the female prison 





Female Correctional Institutions 
     The number of female inmates has increased 158% in the last 10 years; consequently, 
more than half of the states have been sued to provide women with services equal to 
those provided to male inmates (Morash et al., 1998, p. 7).  One area of contention in 
these suits has been the type of higher education programs available to women.  Female 
inmates have typically only had available vocational education programs in the 
traditional service occupations of sewing, food service, housekeeping, and nurses’ aides.  
Correctional institutions have argued that it is not cost effective to provide higher 
education programs because there are relatively few women interested in attaining more 
schooling.  However, equal vocational education for female inmates have emerged as a 
major issue due to the 14th Amendment Equal Protection Clause and Title IX of the 1972 
Education Amenders to the 1964 Civil Rights Act (Morash et al., 1998, p. 7).  More 
institutions are now providing females equal vocational programs.  
     To respond to the needs of college-educated incarcerated offenders who have not 
received their terminal degrees, who are forced to change career fields because of their 
offense, who simply wish to continue their studies while incarcerated, or who simply 
wish to learn a marketable skill to earn a living once released, more higher education 
institutions can offer correspondence courses for graduate studies via a partnership with 
correctional institutions. Female prisons can also respond to the educational needs of 
college-educated offenders, who are expected to reintegrate back into society by having 
access to the outside world via technology.  Therefore, the female offender population 






     In an effort to effectively match programming to college-educated female offender 
needs, prison administrators should engage in consistent evaluation of their educational 
programs and social services.  Then, programs should be implemented based on the 
success of the evaluations. A tracking system should be implemented in prisons to 
measure data to improve educational and social needs of the female prison population. 
These processes would allow prison administrators to better structure a classification 
system for the educational programming needs of the female offenders.      
K-12 Education 
     Students’ high school experiences too often fail to prepare them for postsecondary 
education or the rigors of work.  Many students enter postsecondary or higher education 
institutions needing remedial coursework. Interventions that begin in the junior or senior 
year can be too late.  Students should begin as early as their primary years engaging in 
their career aspirations and developing their academic plan with the assistance of school 
counselors and teachers. Policymakers of K-12 education should implement and mandate 
intervention strategies to guarantee successful tracking of the academic and emotional 
needs of students.  Transitions from high school to postsecondary education can be 
challenging for students with social and familial issues.  Therefore, the intersection of 
educational institution and the social service community is vital.  Intervention policies of 
collaboration with service providers should be tailored to schools’ population and culture 
of students.   These implementations can eliminate a great deal of distress by providing 
our K-12 students the valuable resources needed to be emotionally and academically 
well.  Early interventions can improve postsecondary outcomes for students at risk of 





     In this study, all of the participants experienced some type of social trauma during 
their primary and secondary years in school.  The data analysis showed that their K-12 
educational experience did not include social service assistance to help them cope with 
their various traumas.  Although each participant shared happy times during their school 
years, it was not a reflection of support from staff at their school.  They did not feel that 
school counselors or teachers were being responsive to them in their environment in an 
effort to help.  Their attention to their issues could have prevented a lot of bad choices or 
decisions made in their adulthood.  Schools should assist their primary and secondary 
students with recognizing social issues and handling them in a healthy manner.  K-12 
education is a very critical time for students because it establishes the foundation of each 
child.  School counselors and teachers introduce and set the expectation for college and 
social support.  If they are not effective, many students may not be equipped to complete 
college without knowing their own self-worth or knowing the social support needed to 
cope with life’s distractions. 
Higher Education 
     Education is one of the six services offered by most correctional institutions; in fact 
about 90% of them have educational programs (Arum & LaFree, 2008, p. 397).  
However, because access to these programs is frequently limited, only 5% of inmates are 
enrolled in some type of vocational education program despite the fact that as many as 
50% could probably benefit from them (Arum & LaFree, 2008, p. 397).  Despite its 
limited availability, vocational education has a long tradition in correctional facilities and 
is considered by many to have great potential for producing positive results.  However, 





of funding and difficult access to funding, inadequate number of programs and program 
slots, inadequate and outmoded equipment and materials, and inadequate space. 
     However, the idea of higher education entities becoming more involved in 
correctional institutions is greatly beneficial.  Community and technical colleges can take 
a more proactive role in partnering with these institutions by allowing offenders to 
receive licensures for short-term programs such as phlebotomy, medical coding, 
pharmacy technician, and nursing aide training.  To create a successful program, there 
should be an advisory board with representatives from the corrections and higher 
education world.  This advisory board should develop and coordinate a curriculum that 
would streamline the coursework for the various short-term programs offered while 
incarcerated.  While these women are completing their college coursework, a college 
social worker or counselor should track them socially to ensure completion.  There 
should be a more hands-on approach of guidance for offenders to show that society cares 
if you complete college.  Assessment of the programs should occur yearly to evaluate the 
programs’ effectiveness.  Higher education is definitely a power deterrent to crime and 
reincarceration. It can transform the lives of inmates and their children by promoting 
lasting transitions out of prison.  College changes a person’s sense of self and the ways 
that a person relates to his or her family, community, and world.  
Legislative Body of Policymakers 
     Governors and state legislators are joining federal government leaders in focusing 
unprecedented attention on the millions of people released from state prisons and local 






neighborhoods in their states that receive the majority of people who have been recently 
incarcerated (Kane, 2009). 
 “Constituents in these communities know that the lack of affordable housing, drug and 
mental health treatment, jobs, and positive role models undermines efforts to make 
individuals’ transition from correctional institutions to the community safe and 
successful” (Kane, 2009, p. 71). Although government plays an important role in trying 
to address these problems, it cannot take them on alone. Service providers based in the 
neighborhoods where people released from prisons and jails return know best how to 
access local resources to help former prisoners rejoin communities and families in 
positive ways. Many times, faith-based and community organizations have the only 
resources available to help people released from incarceration. They can be valuable if 
government agencies can better engage them in prisoner reentry efforts. 
     The legislative bodies of policymakers should consider changing the laws to give 
these women alternatives to incarceration. They should provide more tax breaks to 
businesses that hire ex-offenders as an incentive to hire more.  It is evident that state and 
local governments alone cannot provide the full range of services and supports that 
people released from prisons and jails need to succeed in the community. State and local 
governments should provide funding to the service providers of the community and faith-
based organizations located in the neighborhoods to which people released from prison 
and jail return. Legislative bodies should also require prison administrators to track their 
population and report their responses to their offenders’ needs. This will allow 
government entities to provide appropriate resources and funding to efficiently assist this 






     “The increasing incarceration of females means that more mothers are being 
incarcerated than ever before” (Dallaire, 2007, p. 441).   Mothers who go to prison do not 
suffer the consequences alone.  Their children often lose contact with their parents and 
visits become rare.  Following release from prison, both the incarcerated mother and 
children face challenges in reuniting their families. Mothers have to cope with the 
difficulty of regaining her child’s or children’s trust and acceptance.  They also have to 
find employment and a stable home for their children, which can be quite challenging.  
These challenges make it necessary for the mother to secure economic resources to care 
for her children and undergo family counseling if needed.  Upon release, correctional 
institutions can aid in this process through reentry planning and providing linkages to 
transitional services. 
     Correctional institutions should provide programming that encourages good parenting 
as well as bonding with children.  Prison administrators should make visitation areas 
more child and family friendly.  Education for correctional officers on children of 
incarcerated parents and the effects of high-quality visitation should be implemented as 
part of their professional development training to better serve the needs of these children.  
Resources should be made available to caregivers to ensure positive parent-child contact 
and prepare them for prison visitation. Support groups and group treatment workshops 
should be offered for children of incarcerated parents within correctional institutions.  
Last, prison administrators should mandate family counseling programs for inmates close 






Recommendations for Future Research 
     This study attempted to enrich the research literature and address the gap in the 
research about college-educated females who were incarcerated.  However, there is future 
research that can enhance this study. This study only included female prisoners from one 
correctional institution, but additional insight could be gleaned if provided across a larger 
sample of college-educated offenders in other female institutions. Also, studies that 
examine the shared experiences of female offenders who were not college educated and 
did not have children can enhance the literature on female prisoners.  These women can 
give prison administrators suggestions for more effective correctional higher education 
programs for female offenders who were already college educated.  
     All of the women who participated in this study were mothers and nonviolent 
offenders who were reintegrating back in society.  A follow-up study on college-educated 
female offenders who reintegrate into society would be beneficial for researchers to 
explore and give more insight into the challenges these females may face.  A study with a 
larger sample of college-educated females with diverse racial backgrounds could prove 
beneficial to prison research literature as it could broaden the scope of perceptions.   
Lastly, a study of college-educated male offenders can also help researchers understand 
and compare the college-educated prison population in regards to gender.    
Summary 
     Female prisons have multiple obligations to its offenders, which includes punishing, 
reforming, and reintegrating. There are several studies that focus on recidivism and 
incarceration, but very few concentrate on individuals being incarcerated after receiving 





difference in life choices we make as individuals.  The findings in this study suggest that 
each of the participants’ life choices is a reflection of self-worth and exposure. Education 
was key in all of the participants’ lives; however, it was not the determining factor of 
their life’s decisions.  
     For college-educated female offenders, prison can be a positive life-transforming 
experience.  In this study, all of the women shared how their prison experience had a 
positive effect on their overall outlook on life. It was through their engagement of prison 
educational and social programming offered at Milestone Correctional Center that they 
found their true self-worth.  Each participant shared how their prison experience helps 
them to value self, accept others, and forgive themselves. Readers of this study should be 
able to see not only the criminal behaviors of the participants, but also the self-growth of 
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RESEARCH STUDY PARTICIPANTS WANTED!!!! 
College-Educated Females Previously Incarcerated 
CALL TODAY! 
Participants for this study must meet the following criteria: 
a) have completed two years of college level course work from a community college
or university 
b) have been incarcerated for at least one year
c) have at least one child, and






Race:  Caucasian  African-American  Hispanic  Other ____________ 
Marital Status:  Married  Separated  Single 
College Major: 
Highest Level of Education:at least two years of college 
 Bachelor‘s Degree 
 Master‘s Degree 
 Ph.D./J.D./M.D. 
What college did you attend? 
__________________________________ 
Are you currently attending college?  Yes  No 
Do you have children?  Yes  No  
If so, how many? _______   Ages: _________________ 
Were you incarcerated for at least one year?  Yes  No 
Were you employed in a career field related to your  Yes  No 
college major prior to incarceration? 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire 
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  Consent to Participate in a Research Study 
TITLE OF STUDY 
WHY ARE YOU BEING INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THIS RESEARCH? 
You are being invited to take part in a research study titled, “THE NEW FEMALE INMATE: WHAT IS 
INFLUENCING THE TREND TOWARD THE INCARCERATION OF COLLEGE-EDUCATED FEMALES AND 
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE STABILITY OF AMERICAN FAMILIES?”. If you volunteer to take part in this 
study, you will be one of about (3) people to do so.   
WHO IS DOING THE STUDY? 
The person in charge of this study is Marquetta Nebo, Lead Investigator of University of Memphis, Department of 
Education, Health and Human Services.  She is being guided in this research by Dr. Beverly Cross, Advisor.  
There may be other people on the research team assisting at different times during the study. 
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY? 
The purpose of this study is to understand the shared experiences of college-educated females who were 
incarcerated. By doing this study, we hope to learn your perspective of your offense, life trajectory, future and 
family. The Lead Investigator will not benefit directly from this research.  
ARE THERE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD NOT TAKE PART IN THIS STUDY? 
No discomforts or stresses are expected during your interview process. There are no significant risks to 
participation in the study. If my reflection on experiences leads to any type of emotional upset, the Lead 
Investigator is prepared to give you contact information for community mental health and/or pre-counseling 
services. 
WHERE IS THE STUDY GOING TO TAKE PLACE AND HOW LONG WILL IT LAST? 
The research procedures will be conducted at a place chosen by each participant.  Each of the interview visits will 
take about (1) hour.  The total amount of time you will be asked to volunteer for this study is (3) times over the 
next (4) weeks. 
WHAT WILL YOU BE ASKED TO DO? 
If I volunteer to take part in this study, I will be asked to sit for up to (3) interviews lasting (1) hour each. Each 
interview will be audio recorded, with each recording given a pseudonym for each participant.  No authentic 
names will be used for the study.  Interviews will occur over a four-week period. 
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WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS? 
To the best of our knowledge, the things you will be doing have no more risk of harm than you would experience 
in everyday life. In extreme circumstances, questions may evoke emotional and mental stress.  Although 
questions are designed to gather information about your view of the effects of your offense, life trajectory, future 
and family, you will not be required to answer questions that are uncomfortable to them.  In order to keep risks at 
a minimum, the study will ensure the following protocol is put into place during the study: 
 (1) You can refuse to answer any questions that make them uncomfortable and will not be pressed for a 
response.   
(2) In the instances of emotional and mental distress during interviews, a list of pre-counseling services will be 
provided.  The pre-counseling services will be provided at no charge. 
WILL YOU BENEFIT FROM TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY? 
You will not get any personal benefit from taking part in this study. 
DO YOU HAVE TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY? 
If you decide to take part in the study, it should be because you really want to volunteer.  You will not lose any 
benefits or rights you would normally have if you choose not to volunteer.  You can stop at any time during the 
study and still keep the benefits and rights you had before volunteering.  If you decide not to take part in this 
study, your decision will have no effect on the quality of this study.   
IF YOU DON’T WANT TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY, ARE THERE OTHER CHOICES? 
If you do not want to be in the study, there are no other choices except not to take part in the study. 
WHAT WILL IT COST YOU TO PARTICIPATE? 
There are no costs associated with taking part in the study. 
WILL YOU RECEIVE ANY REWARDS FOR TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY? 
You will not receive any rewards or payment for taking part in the study. 
WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION THAT YOU GIVE? 
We will make every effort to keep private all research records that identify you to the extent allowed by law. 
Your information will be combined with information from other people taking part in the study. When we write 
about the study to share it with other researchers, we will write about the combined information we have gathered. 
You will not be personally identified in these written materials. We may publish the results of this study; however, 
we will keep your name and other identifying information private.  
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team from knowing that you gave us 
information, or what that information is. All results, documentations, life maps and recordings from this study will 
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be disguised by a fake name and this name will be used on all of the research records. All documentations 
including life maps, recordings, transcripts and analytic memos will be held in a locked file cabinet and destroyed 
within five years following the study.   
We will keep private all research records that identify you to the extent allowed by law.  However, there are some 
circumstances in which we may have to show your information to other people. An exception to confidentiality 
involves information revealed concerning suicide, homicide, or child abuse which must be reported as required by 
law or if the researcher is required to provide information by a judge.  Also, we may be required to show 
information which identifies you to people who need to be sure we have done the research correctly; these would 
be people from such organizations as the University of Memphis.  
CAN YOUR TAKING PART IN THE STUDY END EARLY? 
If you decide to take part in the study you still have the right to decide at any time that you no longer want to 
continue.  You will not be treated differently if you decide to stop taking part in the study.   
The individuals conducting the study may need to withdraw you from the study.  This may occur if you are not 
able to follow the directions they give you, if they find that your being in the study is more risk than benefit to you, 
or if the agency funding the study decides to stop the study early for a variety of scientific reasons.   
WHAT IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS, CONCERNS, OR COMPLAINTS? 
Before you decide whether to accept this invitation to take part in the study, please ask any questions that might 
come to mind now.  Later, if you have questions, suggestions, concerns, or complaints about the study, you can 
contact the investigator, Marquetta Nebo at (901)652-1522 or mrmoore8@memphis.edu .  If you have any 
questions about your rights as a volunteer in this research, contact the Institutional Review Board staff at the 
University of Memphis at 901-678-2705.  We will give you a signed copy of this consent form to take with you.  
WHAT IF NEW INFORMATION IS LEARNED DURING THE STUDY THAT MIGHT AFFECT YOUR DECISION 
TO PARTICIPATE?  
If the researcher learns of new information in regards to this study, and it might change your willingness to stay in 
this study, the information will be provided to you.  You may be asked to sign a new informed consent form if the 
information is provided to you after you have joined the study. 
What happens to my privacy if I am interviewed?  
Each interview will be audio recorded, with each recording given a pseudonym for each participant.  No authentic 
names will be used for the study.   
_________________________________________ ____________ 
Signature of person agreeing to take part in the study    Date 
_________________________________________ 
Printed name of person agreeing to take part in the study 
_________________________________________ ____________ 
Name of [authorized] person obtaining informed consent    Date 
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Unstructured Interview Guide 
Interviews - 1st-Informed consent & Questions, 2nd –Life Maps, 3rd – Make connections  
Main Questions: 
How do you understand your life path? 
How do you understand your catalyst for your offense? 
How do you view your future as a woman in our society? 
How do you feel about your incarceration and your family? 
Probing Questions: 
Incarceration 
 Describe your life prior to incarceration.
 Tell me how you imagined your life once released?
 Describe how this experience has affected you. As a mother?
 Connect your education to incarceration – Tell me about a time when you were
incarcerated that you reflected on your college experience.
Education 
 Tell me about your elementary and middle/high school experience?
 How would you describe your college experience?
 How do you feel your education afforded or prevented you from in life? Opportunities
Afforded & Limited?
 How do you feel the prison population perceived you? How did your educational
background affect your prison experience?
Family 
 Tell me about your family.
 Tell me what does your family mean to you.
 How do you feel your family view your incarceration?
 Describe your thoughts and feelings of your family during your incarceration.
 What were your family’s views of you attending college?
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